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Abstract

The work presented in this thesis can be broadly divided into two
parts: In the first part, we study asymptotic symmetry groups using
(i) Gauge-fixing approach and (ii) Geometric approach. The gauge-
fixing approach has been studied extensively for Bondi-Metzner-Sachs
(BMS) group as well as some extended definitions, including how to
construct symmetry group near event horizon. We have also pre-
sented a derivation for Barnich-Troessaert group for asymptotically
AdSd space-times and a possible extended BMS group using Geomet-
ric approach. Using such symmetry groups as boundary conditions,
we present a general recipe to construct perturbative shock waves
on a background curved space-time. In the second part, we implant
such shock wave on Schwarzschild and Rindler horizon and look at
their classical and semi-classical memory e↵ects. For semi-classical
case, we have considered a free mass-less scalar quantum field on
Rindler space-time. As noted in previous work [1], super-translation
produced by shock-waves can produce mode mixing and particle cre-
ation. In this work, we find that super-rotation sub-group can only
a↵ect mode-mixing and does not contribute to particle creation. Con-
sequently, the entanglement production between positive frequency
modes in right wedge of Rindler space-time is not a↵ected by super-
rotation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Symmetry is a powerful tool to understand the fundamental laws of nature. For
instance, the action for relativistic free particle in flat space-time can be derived by
starting from the definition of Poincare invariance of line element in special relativity
as well as locality [2]. Essentially, the lagrangian has the expression:

L(v2) = ↵ + �
p
1� v2 (1.1)

where ↵, � are arbitrary constant. For a particle, � is taken to be its mass. Given such
a lagrangian, we can derive the relativistic equation of motion using Euler-Lagrange
equations. The construction can be generalized to a curved space-time, where we will
have

S[xa(⌧), ẋa(⌧)] =

Z s✓
gab(x(⌧))

dxa(⌧)

d⌧

dxb(⌧)

d⌧

◆
d⌧ (1.2)

Similar arguments can be made in classical field theory, where our definition of field el-
evates from x(⌧) to �a(x) and we have quadratic terms in derivatives of the fields(such
as @µ�a@µ�a instead of dx

a

d⌧

dxa
d⌧

). In this thesis, we place our attention to the Einstein-
Hilbert action

S =

Z
d4x
p

|g|R (1.3)

where, metric gab acts as our dynamical field. In this theory, the condition for
Poincare invariance of the particle ”field” x(⌧) is generalized to isometry invariance

of our metric field. Isometry transformation x ! x0 means that the line-element
should be preserved:

gab(x) = g0
cd
(x0)

@x0c

@xa

@x0d

@xb
(1.4)

If x0 = x + ✏⇠, then (1.4) implies the Lie-derivative of gab with respect to ⇠ is zero
(see chapter 4). Such ⇠’s are called Killing vector field Given some matter-field with
stress-energy tensor Tab, it is possible to define conserved charges associated to each
of these Killing fields. However, as it turns out, a generic solution for ⇠ vector field
need not exist, being severely restricted by the form of Weyl curvature. The non-
triviality of (1.4) can exist if we define this transformation only in some appropriate
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limit of space-time where the geometry (metric) has a very simple, well behaved form.
In chapter 3, we have discussed Asymptotically Simple space-times using Conformal-
Methods and looked extensively at Asymptotically flat space-times where space-time
becomes Minkowskian in the limit r !1. In this limit, it is reasonable to impose (4)
and ask how should our ⇠ vector field look like and what are the associated conserved
charges? This is essentially one of the motivation for studying Asymptotic Symme-
try group (ASG), which we have discussed extensively in chapter 4. As it will turn
out, even if space-time is Minkowskian near infinity, the symmetry group is far larger
than the conventional Poincare group, thus it will have a much larger set of conserved
charges compared to just 10 Poincare charges in 3+1 dimensional Minkowski space.
This is the Bondi-Metzner-Sachs (BMS) group.

Historically, the idea of BMS symmetry was developed accidentally by H.Bondi, van
der Burg and Metzner [3] while studying gravitational waves in Axis-symmetric space-
times. In Part C, section 1 of their article, the authors found certain asymptotic
co-ordinate transformation (4.33),(4.34),(4.35) which behaves as Lorentz boost along
the axis of symmetry. Later R.K.Sachs extends and give a gauge-fixing approach to
construct the symmetry group [4]. At the same time R.Penrose came up with his
Conformal method to derive the BMS group [5], which came to be known as the Ge-
ometric approach. The flexibility of the gauge fixing approach allows us to define the
symmetry transformation for a generic boundary conditions and in the mean time, a
number of extended symmetry group has been constructed using this method (see a
review of these constructions in [6]) The geometric approach, even though restrictive,
gives a very clear visualization of the symmetry transformation. A comparison for
each of these methods have been done in chapter 4. We have used the geometric
approach to define asymptotic isometry group of space-times which are only locally
Minkowskian. Further we have derived the Barnich-Troessaert group for asymptoti-
cally AdSd+1 space-times using this approach.

Given an ASG, we can ask if there are any physical events, which can induce such
symmetry transformation. This is essentially one of the topic of Chapter 5. We
can construct space-time models where we stitch two di↵eomorphically similar space-
times along a hyper-surface N (junction), on which the metric is continuous , while
the curvature tensor comes with a delta function. Such models have been considered,
example in [7],[8], where it is possible to choose coordinate system where the coor-
dinates on two patch of the space-time are related by super-translation map (super-
translation is Abelian subgroup of the ASG). Later Hawking,Perry,Strominger [9]
considered shock waves of the form

ds2 = (gab + ✓(u� u0)L⇠gab)dx
adxb (1.5)

and implants it on Schwarzschild horizon. (⇠ is the BMS super-translation vector
field). One of our aim is to ask whether (1.5) is the most general shock wave that
can be implanted on the horizon. Recently, [10],[11] have constructed near horizon
symmetry group using gauge fixing approach. We have extended the definition (1.5)
to include a general vector field V which simultaneously behaves as generator of BMS
group near r !1 and near horizon symmetry group as r ! rH .

In final part of chapter 5, we have considered classical and semi-classical Memory
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e↵ect produced by these shock waves. Memory e↵ect essentially means that there
is a permanent change in some configuration of fields as it crosses the shock-waves.
In gravitational memory e↵ect, we consider trajectories of test observers which gets
permanently displaced on crossing the junction/shock wave (see [12]). The amount of
change will depend on the conditions we want to preserve before and after scattering
(experimental constraints) as well as the expression of V . We consider the Letaw-
Frenet condition [13] to be preserved near Schwarzschild event horizon. It turns out,
if an observer is hovering close to the Schwarzschild event horizon maintaining a fixed
distance with no transverse motion, then (i) super-rotation of the shock wave can’t
a↵ect the observer, (ii) the observer will keep on maintaining the fixed distance if
super-translation is independent of time. In the semi-classical case, we consider a
test free mass-less scalar field � and consider it’s scattering with the shock wave in
the right wedge of the Rindler space-time. As the scalar field crosses the junction, it
will undergo mode-mixing and particle creation. Note, mode-mixing is attributed to
Bogoluibov coe�cients ↵ij (i.e. a state defined on a given wedge will interfere with
rest of the modes in the same wedge). Particle creation is due to the coe�cients �ij

hNi =
X

|�|2 (1.6)

We have essentially extended the construction considered in [1]. We find that super-
rotation induced by the shock wave doesn’t contribute to �ij, only super-translation
does. This particular observation can be relevant in the context of information para-
dox [14].

In chapter 2 , we have discussed the essential mathematical preliminaries needed for
later chapters. We have introduced the 2-spinor formalism in GR. The construction is
particularly useful in 3+1 dimensional space-times, due to three accidental isometries
(see section 2 of [15]). We have used this formalism to derive the Peeling theorem in
chapter 3. In few sections, we have also invoked the concept of twistors (for example,
in BMS charge construction in chapter 4). By a n � twistor, we mean a symmetric
spinor field !AB···L which satisfy

rA
0(K!AB···L) = 0 (1.7)

In general we can have both primed and unprimed indices (both as upper and lower
indices). Twistors can be useful for our purpose, since a twistor of the form ⇠AA

0
, are

essentially the spinor version of conformal Killing field:

r(A
(A0⇠

B)
B0) = 0$ L⇠gab =

1

4
rc⇠cgab (1.8)

In this thesis we are simply considering constructions in asymptotically flat space-
times. We hope to pursue construction in presence of cosmological constant in later
works.
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Chapter 2

Mathematical Preliminaries

2.1 2-spinors in General Relativity

2.1.1 Intuitive picture: Stereographic projection of Riemann
sphere

Figure 2.1: Celestial Mapping in M (diagram obtained from [16] )

We begin by considering a scenario as depicted in the diagram above. Imagine
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there is an observer O in a Minkowski space-time M (or locally Minkowskian around
the neighborhood of O). Consider the two null cones originating from this point
which extend all the way upto infinity both in the future and past direction. For
the time being, lets assume the observer is stationary, so that the family of his/her
plane of simultaneity are given by T =constant surfaces. The observer is situated at
T = 0 plane. Consider two hyper-surfaces T = ±1 intersecting the light cones to form
corss-sections S±. These cross-sections are unit sphere, because on the light cone we
have

T 2 �X2 � Y 2 � Z2 = 0 (2.1)

with T 2 = 1, giving
X2 + Y 2 + Z2 = 1 (2.2)

Let’s look at the unit sphere S+. Consider the diagram (). The unit sphere is centered
at the spatial point C = (0, 0, 0). The convention taken here is to take the point z = 1
as the North Pole N and z = �1 as the south pole S. The Argand Plane ⌃ is the
z = 0 plane. To geometrically construct spinors, the first step will be to represent
any point P = (X, Y, Z) 2 S+ by a complex number ⇣. It should be possible as
equation (2.2) contains two real degrees of freedom (as it represents a two-dimenional

Figure 2.2: Stereographic Projection of Celestial sphere (diagram obtained from [16] )

surface) just as a complex number is composed of two real numbers. The idea is to
represent each point P 2 S+ by an unique complex number ⇣ on Argand Plane ⌃.
The procedure is to connect the points P with north pole N and extend the line till
it meets ⌃. Represent this point of intersection as P 0 = (X 0, Y 0, Z 0). From the figure
2.2, it can be shown using elementary geometry that

⇣ =
X + iY

1� Z
(2.3)

⇣ is called the stereographic coordinate. We can express (X, Y, Z) in terms of ⇣ and
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⇣̄ as

X =
⇣ + ⇣̄

1 + ⇣⇣̄
Y =

⇣ � ⇣̄
i(1 + ⇣⇣̄)

Z =
⇣⇣̄ � 1

⇣⇣̄ + 1
(2.4)

with T = 1. However, it is clear from construction that the north pole N can’t be
assigned a finite ⇣. To circumvent this problem, we will need to extend the complex
plane ⌃ by also including the point at infinity {1}. Handling with infinities is not
very convenient, so we ask whether we can assign finite number(s) to a point at
infinity. For that, let us write

⇣ =
⇠

⌘
(2.5)

with N ⌘ (⇠, ⌘) = (1, 0). We can now express X, Y, Z in terms of ⇠, ⌘. Written this
way, we see that any rescaling (⇠, ⌘)! (�⇠,�⌘) for any non-zero � preserves the form
(2.5). To break the scale invariance, define a new set of coordinates K = (T,X, Y, Z)
as

T =
1p
2
(|⇠|2 + |⌘|2) X =

1p
2
(⇠⌘̄ + ⇠̄⌘) (2.6)

Y =
1

i
p
2
(⇠⌘̄ � ⌘⇠̄) Z =

1p
2
(|⇠|2 � |⌘|2) (2.7)

As we shall see, the pair of complex numbers (⇠, ⌘) is our desired spinors. To prove
that, we need to look at their transformation properties. From (2.6),(2.7) we can
write each of the combinations ⇠⇠̄, ⇠⌘̄, ⌘, ⇠̄, ⌘⌘̄ as linear combinations of T,X, Y, Z
and represent them in the form of a matrix:

1p
2

✓
T + Z X + iY
X � iY T � Z

◆
=

✓
⇠⇠̄ ⇠⌘̄
⌘, ⇠̄ ⌘⌘̄

◆
=

✓
⇠
⌘

◆�
⇠̄ ⌘̄

�
(2.8)

Thus, any linear transformation of T,X, Y, Z will correspond to a linear transforma-
tion of ⇠, ⌘. Notice that the determinant of the left matrix is precisely the invariant
line element (2.1). Thus, any transformation which will preserve this determinant will
be our Lorentz transformation. For a Lorentz transformation T,X, Y, Z to T̃ , X̃, Ỹ , Z̃,
let the desired transformation of (⇠, ⌘) be

✓
⇠
⌘

◆
! ±A

✓
⇠
⌘

◆
(2.9)

where A is 2 matrix with complex entries. Substituting in () yields the unitary condi-
tion AA† = I. Choosing detA = 1, we obtain that A 2 SL(2,C). Because there are
two A’s in (2.8), for each Lorentz transformation there can be two spinor transfor-
mation (2.9), one being the negative of other. This essentially reflects the fact that
SL(2,C) forms double cover of SO+(1, 3), the orthochronous Lorentz group. Indeed,
double cover of any SO(p, q) is the spin group Spin(p, q). Thus SL(2,C) is the spin
group for SO+(1, 3).
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So far we have only represented the position vector ~K = (T,X, Y, Z) on the null
cone (thus 3 real degrees of freedom) with a pair of complex numbers (⇠, ⌘) (which has
4 real degrees of freedom). Thus the spinor representation carries more information
than just the coordinate on a null cone. Consider the diagram (), where we look
at the tangent vector ~L of S+ at P . Following the convention in [16], we write ~L

Figure 2.3: Flag pole and Flag plane of a 2-spinor (diagram obtained from R.Penrose and M.A.H.Callum, Twistor
theory: an approach to quantisation of fields and space-time ). Here the vector field ~p is essentially our tangent vector
~L

in terms of ⇣, ⇣̄ and require that they are invariant under spin transformation (2.9).
One possible representation of such a vector is

~L = � 1p
2

✓
⌘�2 @

@⇣
+ ⌘̄�2 @

@⇣̄

◆
(2.10)

An infinitesimally close point P 0 2 S+ will have the form

P 0 = P + ✏~L(P ) = P � 1p
2

✏

⌘2
(2.11)

Notice the non-trivial fact that if we consider transformation (⇠, ⌘)! (ei✓⇠, ei✓⌘) for
✓ 2 [0, ⇡], the tip of ~L will make a complete rotation and return to its initial point
P 0. However, (⇠, ⌘) reverses it’s sign. We can represent this pictorially using the idea
of flag planes. By that we mean the set

⇧(P ) = {a ~K + b~L|a, b 2 R+} (2.12)

If we know ~K, we can find the pair (⇠, ⌘) upto a phase factor, while knowing ~L gives
us information about ⌘2 and therefore ⌘ and ⇠ upto an overall sign. Thus, apart from
the position P on a null cone (3 d.o.f.), the spinor representation also tells us about
the flag plane orientation ei✓ upto an overall sign (1 d.o.f.). The vector ~K is called
the flag pole

2.1.2 Constructing tensor algebra from spinors

In § we found the quantity ⇣ = (⇠, ⌘) 2 C2 which transform as a spinor when null
vector ~K undergoes Lorentz transformation. If V a = (V 0, V 1, V 2, V 3) denotes a
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generic null vector, then we can re-write relation (2.8) in the form

V AA
0
=

✓
V 000 V 010

V 100 V 110

◆
=

1p
2

✓
V 0 + V 3 V 1 + iV 2

V 1 � iV 2 V 0 � V 3

◆
=

1p
2
V a�a ⌘ V a�a

AA
0
(2.13)

where the capital indices A, A0 takes binary value 0, 1 each. The �a are the Pauli-
matrices. Defining vA = (⇠, ⌘) and using (2.8), we see that the left most matrix in the
above expression can be written as tensor product of vA and it’s complex conjugate:

V AA
0
= vAv̄A

0
(2.14)

Note that we can only identify vA upto a phase factor. Given that null vectors V a form
complete basis in M, we should be able to associate any element V a 2 TPM ⇠=iso M
with set of 2-spinors {vA

i
} ⇢ S (space of all un-primed spinors) identified upto a phase

factor. Similar argument also holds for spinors in a curved space-time M. Thus we
have the isomorphism

TpM ⇠=iso S⌦ S0 (2.15)

The spin space S can be equipped with three basic operations:

• scalar multiplication: 8� 2 G and vA 2 SA, �vA 2 SA

• addition: 8vA, wA 2 SA, vA + wA 2 SA

• inner product: an anti-symmetric bi-linear map {·, ·} : S⇥ S! G defined as

{v, w} = det[v w] (2.16)

• Complex conjugation: 8vA 2 SA we have v̄A = v̄A
0 2 S0.

The anti-symmetric nature of inner-product is clear since on interchange of columns in
determinant changes the overall sign. Also notice that when both v and w undergoes
the spinor transformation (2.9), the inner-product is preserved, i.e. the value is
Lorentz invariant. This motivates us to define the epsilon spinors:

✏ABv
AwB = {v, w} (2.17)

In fact, since RHS is index free (i.e. just an element of G), we can use the above
relation to define contraction of spinor indices.

✏ABv
AwB = vBw

B $ vB = vA✏AB (2.18)

In general, we have the relation

 CA = ✏AB C
B
= � C

B
✏BA (2.19)

C being an arbitrary combination of spinor indices. We have used the fact the under-
lying module G is Grassmann even, so the relative position of each individual spinor
is not relevant. We can also have epsilon spinors with mixed indices:

✏AB✏
CB = �✏CB✏BA = �✏CA = ✏A

C (2.20)
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Using above two identities, one can show the general ’see-saw’ symmetry of a spinor
�:

�···
···A

···
···
A = ��···

···
A···

···A (2.21)

Another intermediate result which follows from the above definition (and will be
relevant in later discussions) is

✏A
C✏B

D � ✏BC✏A
D = ✏AB✏

CD (2.22)

Transvecting with a spinor of the form �DCD yields

�DAB � �DBA = �DC

C✏AB (2.23)

Complex conjugation can be used to derive all of the above relations for primed-
spinors.

Given such a primed and un-primed spin space, equipped with operations considered
above, we can now try to construct the tangent vector space, and in general some

tensor-space of rank

✓
p
q

◆
. In fact, the identification has been defined in (2.13).

V AA
0
= V a�a

AA
0

(2.24)

The �aAA
0
’s are called Infeld-van der Waerden symbols which allow us to go from

tensor representation to spinor representation. In fact, these symbols satisfy the
’Cli↵ord identity’. Let’s start with two null vectors V,W . The inner-product between
these two gives

gabV
aW b = gab�

a
AA0�b

BB0V AA
0
WBB

0
= ✏AB✏A0B0V AA

0
WBB

0
(2.25)

which allow us to associate

gab = ✏AB✏A0B0�a
AA

0
�b

BB
0

(2.26)

We can interchange a and b and add it to the original equation. On transvecting with
✏ spinors we can obtain the Cli↵ord relation

�a
A

A0�bB
A

0
+ �b

A

A0�aB
A

0
= �✏BAgab (2.27)

Since, we already have the isomorphism for vectors, we can extend it to a generic✓
p
q

◆
tensor. It is primarily due to the fact that a tensor can be defined as

Tpq···s
ab···d =

X

i

P (i)
p
Q(i)

q
· · ·S(i)

s
Aa

(i)B
b

(i) · · ·Dd

(i) (2.28)

for some vectors P,Q, S, · · · . This particular representation is isomorphic to the
multi-linear map definition of a tensor, which is true when G is totally reflexive (i.e.
finite basis for S and S0) (see [16])

Since S is complex 2 dimensional, we can define a spinor basis oA, ◆A satisfying some

10



condition f(oA, ◆A) = 0. We can write vA = v0oA + v1◆A. If f = 0 $ oA◆A = 1 then
(oA, ◆A) is called a spin frame. Now for any null vector, we can use (2.14) to write

V a = �AA0
aoAoA

0

| {z }
la

v0v̄0
0
+ �AA0

aoA◆A
0

| {z }
ma

v0v̄1
0
+ �AA0

a◆AoA
0

| {z }
m̄a

v1v̄0
0
+ �AA0

a◆A◆A
0

| {z }
na

v1v̄1
0

(2.29)

= V 000la + V 010ma + V 100m̄a + V 110na (2.30)

=
1p
2
{V 0(la + na) + V 1(ma + m̄a) + V 2i(ma � m̄a) + V 3(la � na)} (2.31)

= V 0ta + V 1xa + V 2ya + V 2za (2.32)

We have represented V a, first in orthonormal null tetrads (l, n,m, m̄) (2.29) and then
in Minkowski tetrad (t, x, y, z). If {µa

AA
0} represents Infeld van der Waerden symbols

with respect to (t, x, y, z) then we readily see that µa
AB

0
= 1p

2
(I,�~�):

V aµa
AA

0
= (V 0ta + V 1xa + V 2ya + V 2za)µa

AA
0
=

1p
2
V a�a (2.33)

The reason why we have this relation with Pauli matrices in the first place is due to
the definition of ⇣ we started with. Now, inverting the re-arrangements in (2.31) we
can obtain the corresponding symbols for (l, n,m, m̄):

�a
CD

0
= �C

A
�D

0

A0 (2.34)

For notational convenience, henceforth, we shall avoid writing �aAA
0
when writing

tensors in terms of spinors.

2.1.3 Covariant derivatives and Curvatures

Let GP ···S0
B···F 0 be space of all spinor fields of the form �P ···S0

B···F 0 with under-lying module G.
A covariant derivative operator can be defined by the map

ra : G
P ···S0

B···F 0 ! GP ···S0

AA0B···F 0 (2.35)

satisfying the properties

• linearity condition : ra(��P ···S0
B···F 0 + µ⇠P ···S0

B···F 0) = �ra�P ···S0
B···F 0 + µra⇠P ···S0

B···F 0

• Leibniz property : ra(�P ···S0
B···F 0⇠

P1···S0
!

B1···F 0
!
) = �P ···S0

B···F 0ra⇠
P1···S0

1

B!···F 0
!
+ ⇠

P1···S0
!

B!···F 0
!
ra�P ···S0

B···F 0

• Real operator : ra�P ···S0
B···F 0 = ra�̄P

0···S
B0···F

8�P ···S0
B···F 0 , ⇠P ···S0

B···F 0 2 GP ···S0
B···F 0 and 8�, µ 2 C.

Given such a definition, we can restrict attention to space of tensor fields Gp···s
b···f . Let

11



us consider two consecutive action of covariant derivative operators on some element
of Gp···s

b···f . Does the ordering of covariant derivative matters? Define the commutator

�ab as the operator
�ab = rarb �rbra (2.36)

We observe from the definition of covariant derivative that 8AC, BC 2 GC and QD 2
GD, the conditions

• linearity condition : �ab(AC +BC) = �abAC +�abBC

• Leibniz property : �ab(ACQD) = AC�abQD +QD�abAC

are automatically satisfied. While the first condition follows since composition of lin-
ear operator is linear. The second condition holds because the cross terms essentially
cancel out. If we now consider the tensor field Xab 2 Gab, then the operator

Xab�ab : G! G (2.37)

satisfies both linearity condition and Leibniz condition. Same is true if we consider
vector field Y ara : G! G. The isomorphism is achieved between these two maps by
defining the torsion field Tab

c 2 Gab

c, i.e. for each such X, there exists an unique Y
such that XabTab

c = Y c. This amounts to saying

�abf = Tab

crcf (2.38)

8f 2 G. The anti-symmetry of a, b implies Tab

c = �Tba

c. Thus, if we define a new
commutator

Dab = �ab � Tab

crc (2.39)

then it follows naturally that 8f 2 G , Dabf = 0. Since both �ab and ra acting on
a vector-field Gi are linear and satisfies Leibniz property, the same should be true for
Dab. Thus, DabV i must be linear combinations of V ’s. The coe�cients are called
curvature tensor:

DabV
i = (�ab � Tab

crc)V
i = Rabf

iV f (2.40)

We can extend the above identity for a general element of Hp···s
c···f 2 Gp···s

c···f using the
definition () and exploiting the linearity condition.

DabH
p···s
c···f = Rabp1

pHp1···s
c···f + · · ·�Rabc

c1Hp···s
c1···f � · · · (2.41)

We can comment about symmetry properties of curvature tensors. Anti-symmetry of
a, b means Rabf

i = �Rbaf

i. Further, if V f = rf↵, then for torsion-free case

R[abf ]
iri↵ / r[arbrc]↵ = 0 (2.42)

thus R[abf ]
i = 0. Similar calculation for tensors of the form ra↵h gives the Bianchi

identity
r[aRbc]f

h = 0 (2.43)
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Are covariant derivative operators unique? If we had two such operators ra, r̃a

satisfying the conditions (2.35), so should their linear combinations. In fact we can
write

(r̃a �ra) : G
P ···S0

B···F 0 ! GP ···S0

AA0B···F 0 (2.44)

We can now try to impose set of conditions and check how these two operators are
related to one another:

• 8f 2 G, r̃af = raf
If we define

r̃af
C = raf

C +⇥aB

CfB (2.45)

8fC 2 GC and ⇥aB

C 2 GC

aB
, Then 8gC 2 GC , fCgC 2 G. Thus we will obtain

r̃a(f
CgC) = ra(f

CgC) (2.46)

! r̃agC = ragC �⇥aC

BgB (2.47)

In general we can have the relation

r̃aXB···F 0
P ···S0

= raXB···F 0
P ···S0 �⇥aB

YXY ···F 0
P ···S0 � · · ·� ⇥̄Y

0

aF 0XB···Y 0
P ···S0

� · · ·+⇥aY

PXB···F 0
Y ···S0

+ · · ·+ ⇥̄S
0

aY 0XB···F 0
P ···Y 0

+ · · ·

• Both r̃a,ra are covariantly constant, meaning that r̃a = ra✏BC = 0, which
amounts to

⇥aBC = ⇥aCB (2.48)

• The torsion free condition leads to

✏B0C0⇥A0ABC + c.c. = ✏A0C0⇥B0BAC + c.c. (2.49)

Symmetrize over A,B,C and contract with ✏B
0
C

0
to get

⇥A0(ABC) = 0 (2.50)

The last condition allows us to write

⇥aBC = ⇤a✏BC +⌥A0B✏AC (2.51)

Performing symmetrization over A,C and A0, C 0 allow us to obtain

⇤a + ⇤̄a = 0$ ⇤a = i⇧a (2.52)

for real ⇧a. While, symmetrization over A,C and B0, C 0 gives

⌥a = ⌥̄a (2.53)

Thus, the two covariant derivatives are unique upto the connection term ⇥aB

C =
i⇧a✏BC +⌥A0B✏AC .
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2.1.4 Curvatures in (pseudo-)Riemannian Manifold

The purpose of this section is to come up with spinor version of curvature tensors by
considering all of it’s symmetries. Consider the expression

Rabcd = RAA0BB0CC0DD0 (2.54)

Because Riemann tensor is anti-symmetric in a, b and c, d separately, we can use (2.23)
for the two pairs separately to write in terms of symmetric spinors. For simplicity, if
we had an anti-symmetric tensor Fab = FABA0B0 , then we could write it in the form

Fab =
1

2
(FABA0B0 � FABB0A0) +

1

2
(FABA0B0 + FABB0A0) (2.55)

=
1

2
(FABA0B0 � FABB0A0) +

1

2
(FABB0A0 � FBAB0A0) (2.56)

=
1

2
FABC0

C
0

| {z }
�AB

✏A0B0 +
1

2
FA0B0C

C

| {z }
 A0B0

✏AB (2.57)

where in (2.56) we used FABA0B0 = �FBAB0A0 and (2.23) in (2.56). �AB and  A0B0

are symmetric spinors (which follows since Fab and ✏AB are anti-symmetric). Similar
argument for Rabcd will yield:

Rabcd = XABCD✏A0B0✏C0D0 + �ABC0D0✏A0B0✏CD (2.58)

+ X̄A0B0C0D0✏AB✏CD + �̄A0B0CD✏AB✏C0D0 (2.59)

where

XABCD =
1

4
RAX0B

X
0
CY 0D

Y
0

�ABC0D0 =
1

4
RAX0B

X
0
Y C0

Y

D0 (2.60)

with symmetries XABCD = X(AB)(CD) and �ABC0D0 = �(AB)(C0D0). The interchange
symmetry Rabcd = Rcdab further leads to XABCD = XCDAB and �̄ABC0D0 = �ABC0D0 .
This essentially puts the reality condition on �ab = �ABA0B0 . The cyclic property
R[abc]d = 0 implies (after an long calculation) that

XAB

B

C✏A0C0 = X̄B
0

A0B0C0✏AC $ ⇤ = ⇤̄ (2.61)

where ⇤ = 1
6XAB

AB. Contracting with ✏A
0
C

0
in above equation, we can write

XABC

B = 3⇤✏AC (2.62)

It is now possible to express Ricci tensor Rac = Rabcdgbd in terms of ⇤ and �ac. The
final expression for Ricci tensor will look like

Rab = 6⇤✏AB✏A0B0 � 2�ab (2.63)

Due to symmetry of AB indices, �ab is traceless. Thus on contracting with gab, we
get Ricci scalar R in terms of ⇤ as

⇤ =
R

24
�ab = �

1

2

✓
Rab �

1

4
gabR

◆
(2.64)
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Thus �ab is related to trace-less part of Ricci tensor, hence �ABA0B0 is also called
Ricci spinor.

Finally, for XABCD we may write it in the form

XABCD =
1

3
(XABCD +XACDB +XADCB) +

1

3
(XABCD �XACDB) +

1

3
(XABCD �XADCB)

(2.65)

= X(ABCD) +
1

3
✏BCXAE

E

D +
1

3
✏BDXAEC

E (2.66)

=  ABCD + ⇤(✏AC✏BD + ✏AD✏BC) (2.67)

where in (2.65) we used the symmetries of XABCD and the definition of ⇤.  ABCD =
X(ABCD) is called gravitational spinor or Weyl curvature spinor. Substituting (2.63)
and (2.67) in (2.54) we obtain

Rabcd =  ABCD ✏A0B0✏C0D0 +  ̄A0B0C0D0 ✏AB✏CD (2.68)

+ �ABC0D0 ✏A0B0✏CD + �̄A0B0CD ✏AB✏C0D0 (2.69)

+ 2⇤(✏AC✏A0C0✏BD✏B0D0 � ✏AD✏A0D0✏BC✏B0C0) (2.70)

Combination (2.68) is the Weyl tensor Cabcd, (2.69) is the contains the traceless part
of Ricci tensor , denote this as Eabcd while (2.70) is 2⇤(gacgbd � gadgbc)

2.1.5 Field equations and NP equations

Using equations (2.64), we may write

Gab = Rab �
1

2
gabR = �6⇤gab � 2�ab (2.71)

Thus the Einstein’s field equation

Gab + �gab = �8⇡GTab (2.72)

can be written in terms of �ab and ⇤ as

�ab + (3⇤� 1

2
�)gab = 4⇡GTab (2.73)

For vacuum space-times, both �ab and ⇤ vanish identically, though the Weyl part
 ABCD. Thus it is desirable to express Einstein’s field equations in terms of the Weyl
curvature. Written this way, we shall see the vacuum field equations closely resembles
the free Maxwell’s or free spin-1/2 field equations. For that we begin with the Bianchi
identity

r[aRbc]de = 0 (2.74)

Now we need to substitute (2.58), (2.59) in above equation. After much simplification,
we are left with

rA

B0XABCD = rA
0

B
�CDA0B0 (2.75)
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Next we write use (2.67) and Levi-Civita definition of r to write

rA

B0 ABCD = rA
0

B
�CDA0B0 � 2✏B(CrD)B0⇤ (2.76)

If we take symmetrization over B,C,D we get

rA

B0 ABCD = rA
0

(B�CD)A0B0 (2.77)

Further we could contract both sides with ✏BC in (2.76). The Weyl part in LHS will
vanish identically and we will obtain

rCA
0
�CDA0B0 + 3rDB0⇤ = 0 (2.78)

Using (2.64), we see that the above expression is essentially the spinor equivalent of
divergence free condition of Einstein tensor. From the field equation (2.72), this is
equivalent to conservation equation raTab = 0. In (2.77), we can write � in terms of
stress-energy tensor T to obtain

rA

B0 ABCD = 4⇡GrA
0

(BTCD)A0B0 (2.79)

In lambda-vacuum scenario, we can set Tab = 0

rAB
0
 ABCD = 0$ raCabcd = 0 (2.80)

2.1.5.1 Anti-commutation relations in spinor notation

Before going into Newman-Penrose equations, it is necessary to comment about the
commutation relations in spinor notations. We will let torsion to be zero, so that
Dab = �ab. Following (2.55)-(2.57), we can decompose

�ab = ✏A0B0⇤AB + ✏AB⇤A0B0 (2.81)

where ⇤AB = rX0(ArB)
X

0
. Now consider the commutation relation for a bi-vector

kab in (2.41). If we let kab = kAkB✏A
0
B

0
, then commutation relation gives

k(C�abk
D) = {✏A0B0XABE

(C + ✏AB�A0B0E
(C}kD)kE (2.82)

which can be simplified to give

�abk
C = {✏A0B0XABE

C + ✏AB�A0B0E
C}kE (2.83)

On comparing the coe�cients of ✏AB and ✏A0B0 we get

⇤ABk
C = XABE

CkE ⇤A0B0kC = �A0B0E
CkE (2.84)

We can express X in terms of  and ⇤. On taking appropriate symmetries we find:

⇤(ABkC) =  ABCDk
D (2.85)

⇤ABk
B = �3⇤kA (2.86)
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2.1.5.2 Newman-Penrose equations

Newman-Penrose equations are essentially the commutator identities (2.83) expressed
in terms of set of first order di↵erential equations involving complex scalar fields.
These complex scalar fields are defined with respect to the spin frame {oA, ◆A}. Refer
to the section (2.1.2) where we wrote 4-vectors in terms of spin frame. Further,
equation (2.28) allows us to extend this relation for arbitrary tensors and in general
spinors. Let there be a spinor field ⌅AB···LM 0···N 0 = ⌅(AB···L)(M 0···N 0). We can expand
it in polynomials of oA, ◆A and it’s complex conjugates:

⌅A · · ·L| {z }
p

M 0 · · ·N 0
| {z }

q

=
X

0p1p

X

0q1q

(�1)(p+q)�(p1+q1)⌅p1q1 oA · · · oP| {z }
p1

◆Q · · · ◆L| {z }
p�p1

oM 0 · · · oS0| {z }
q1

◆T 0 · · · ◆N 0| {z }
q�q1

(2.87)
where the complex scalar field

⌅p1q1 = ⌅1 · · · 1| {z }
p1

0 · · · 0| {z }
p�p1

10 · · · 10| {z }
q1

00 · · · 00| {z }
q�q1

(2.88)

likewise, the covariant derivative operator can be written as

ra = oAoA0D0 � oA◆A0�0 � ◆AoA0� + ◆A◆A0D (2.89)

where D,D0, �, �0 are directional derivatives along null tetrads la, na,ma, m̄a respec-
tively. Further, if we expand covariant derivative of a spinor , we will come across
combinations such as oADoA, ◆A�oA, · · · etc. These combinations or scalar functions
are called spin-coe�cients

 = oADoA " = ◆ADoA �0 = �oAD◆A ⌧ 0 = �◆AD◆A (2.90)

⇢ = oA�0oA ↵ = ◆A�0oA �0 = �oA�0◆A �0 = �◆A�0◆A (2.91)

� = oA�oA � = ◆A�oA ↵0 = �oA�◆A ⇢0 = �◆A�◆A (2.92)

⌧ = oAD0oA � = ◆AD0oA "0 = �oAD0◆A 0 = �◆AD0◆A (2.93)

With these definitions, one can express directional derivatives of the spinor dyads in
the form

DoA = "oA � ◆A D◆A = �0◆A � ⌧ 0oA (2.94)

�0oA = ↵oA � ⇢◆A �0◆A = �0◆A � �0oA (2.95)

�oA = �oA � �◆A �◆A = ↵0◆A � ⇢0oA (2.96)

D0oA = �oA � ⌧◆A D0◆A = "0◆A � 0oA (2.97)

along with their complex conjugates. For completeness, let us also define the curvature
scalars. The Ricci scalars (not to be confused with R) are defined by

�p1q1 = �1 · · · 1| {z }
p1

0 · · · 0| {z }
2�p1

10 · · · 10| {z }
q1

00 · · · 00| {z }
2�q1

(2.98)
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Likewise, the Weyl scalars are given by

 p1 =  1 · · · 1| {z }
p1

0 · · · 0| {z }
4�p1

(2.99)

The Newman-Penrose equations are obtained by setting kA = (oA, ◆A), so that the
commutator in (2.83) becomes a first-order relation with respect to the spin-coe�cients
as defined above. The complete set of equations are

D⇢� �0 = ⇢2 + ��̄ � ̄⌧ � (⌧ 0 + 2↵ + �̄ � �0) + ⇢("+ "̄) + �00 (2.100)

D0⇢0 � �0 = ⇢02 + �0�̄0 � ̄0⌧ 0 � 0(⌧ + 2↵0 + �̄0 � �) + ⇢0("0 + "̄0) + �22 (2.101)

D� � � = �(⇢+ ⇢̄+ �̄0 � �0 + 2✏)� (⌧ + ⌧̄ 0 + ↵� ↵0 + 2�) + 0 (2.102)

D0�0 � �00 = �0(⇢0 + ⇢̄0 + �̄ � � + 2✏0)� 0(⌧ 0 + ⌧̄ + ↵0 � ↵ + 2�0) + 4 (2.103)

D⌧ �D0 = ⇢(⌧ � ⌧̄ 0) + �(⌧̄ � ⌧ 0) + ⌧(�̄0 + ")� (�̄ + 2� � "0) + 1 + �01

(2.104)

D0⌧ 0 �D0 = ⇢0(⌧ 0 � ⌧̄) + �0(⌧̄ 0 � ⌧) + ⌧ 0(�̄ + "0)� 0(�̄0 + 2�0 � ") + 3 + �21

(2.105)

�⇢� �0� = ⌧(⇢� ⇢̄) + (⇢̄0 � ⇢0) + ⇢(↵̄ + �)� �(↵̄0 + 2↵� �0)� 1 + �01 (2.106)

�0⇢0 � ��0 = ⌧ 0(⇢0 � ⇢̄0) + 0(⇢̄� ⇢) + ⇢0(↵̄0 + �0)� �0(↵̄ + 2↵0 � �)� 2 + �21

(2.107)

�⌧ �D0� = �⇢0� � �̄0⇢+ ⌧ 2 + ̄0 + ⌧(� + �̄)� �(2� � "0 + "̄0) + �02 (2.108)

�0⌧ 0 �D�0 = �⇢�0 � �̄⇢0 + ⌧ 02 + 0̄+ ⌧ 0(�0 + �̄0)� �0(2�0 � "+ "̄) + �20 (2.109)

D0⇢� �0⌧ = ⇢⇢̄0 + ��0 � ⌧ ⌧̄ � 0 + ⇢(� + �̄)� ⌧(↵ + ↵̄0)� 2 � 2⇤ (2.110)

D⇢0 � �⌧ 0 = ⇢⇢̄+ �0� � ⌧ 0⌧̄ 0 � 0+ ⇢0(�0 + �̄0)� ⌧ 0(↵0 + ↵̄)� 2 � 2⇤ (2.111)

D0� � �� = ⌧⇢0 � 0� � ̄0"+ ↵�̄0 + �(⇢0 + "̄0 + �)� �(�̄0 + ↵0 + ⌧)� �12 (2.112)

D�0 � �0�0 = ⌧ 0⇢� �0 � ̄"0 + ↵0�̄ + �(⇢+ "̄+ �0)� �0(�̄ + ↵ + ⌧ 0)� �10 (2.113)

�0"�D↵ = ⌧ 0⇢� �0 + ̄� � ��̄ � ↵(⇢+ "̄+ �0) + "(�̄ + ↵ + ⌧ 0)� �10 (2.114)

�"0 �D0↵0 = ⌧⇢0 � 0� + ̄0�0 � �0�̄0 � ↵0(⇢0 + "̄0 + �) + "0(�̄0 + ↵0 + ⌧)� �12

(2.115)

D� � �" = (⇢0 � �)� �(⌧ 0 � ↵) + �(⇢̄+ �̄0)� "(⌧̄ 0 + ↵̄) + 1 (2.116)

D0�0 � �0"0 = 0(⇢� �0)� �0(⌧ � ↵0) + �0(⇢̄0 + �̄)� "0(⌧̄ + ↵̄0) + 3 (2.117)
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�0� �D0↵ = 0(⇢+ ")� �0(⌧ + �)� ↵(⇢̄0 + �̄) + �(⌧̄ + ↵̄) + ��0 � "0↵ + 3 (2.118)

��0 �D↵0 = (⇢0 + "0)� �(⌧ 0 + �0)� ↵0(⇢̄+ �̄0) + �0(⌧̄ 0 + ↵̄0) + �0� � "↵0 + 1

(2.119)

D� �D0" = 0 � ⌧⌧ 0 � �(⌧ 0 � ⌧̄)� ↵(⌧̄ 0 � ⌧)� "(� + �̄) + �(�0 + �̄0) + 2 � �11 � ⇤
(2.120)

D0�0 �D"0 = 0� ⌧ 0⌧ � �0(⌧ � ⌧̄ 0)� ↵0(⌧̄ � ⌧ 0)� "0(�0 + �̄0) + �0(� + �̄) + 2 � �11 � ⇤
(2.121)

�0� � �↵ = ⇢⇢0 � ��0 � ↵↵̄ + �↵̄0 + ↵(� � ↵0) + �(⇢̄� ⇢) + "(⇢0 � ⇢̄0) + 2 � �11 � ⇤
(2.122)

��0 � �0↵0 = ⇢0⇢� ��0 � ↵0↵̄0 + �0↵̄ + ↵0(� � ↵) + �0(⇢̄0 � ⇢0) + "0(⇢� ⇢̄) + 2 � �11 � ⇤
(2.123)
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Chapter 3

Conformal Methods in General
Relativity

Conformal transformations refers to (local) angle-preserving transformation. The
conformal methods in general relativity is originally due to the seminal work by Sir
R. Penrose in 1963 [5]. The primary motivation for such a technique was to address
the following questions:

1. A co-ordinate free, geometrical definition of Asymptotically flat space-times

2. Covariant definition of incoming and outgoing radiation for spinor fields

3. Conditions for Peeling properties of Riemann tensor and various spinor fields

4. Causality and Cauchy problem in general relativity

5. Understanding the Bondi-Sachs mass loss due to outgoing radiation

6. A geometrical definition of Bondi-Metzner-Sachs group

The basic idea here is that, given a physical space-time M̃, we can perform certain
conformal transformations such that the ”point at infinity” can be given a ”finite
description” and is regular. We ”squash” the infinity of M̃, making it an ordinary
3-dimensional boundary (denoted I) of M. The unphysical metric gab is finite on I
and smooth (to some degree). This allows us to look at behaviour of Einstein’s field
equations in the neighborhood of this boundary. A number of important concepts in
general relativity enjoys conformal invariance; such as transformation of a generic free
mass-less spinor field (Weyl curvature being a particular example), null congruence,
causal structure of space-time etc. We can study these ideas near the boundary using
this technique. In general, conformal method serves as an important tool to study
asymptotic properties in general relativity.

In this chapter, we are going to look at the conformal treatment to address the
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questions (1), (2) and (3). In §3.1 and §3.2, we will introduce some basic definitions
related to the conformal method and look at transformation properties of curvature
spinors. We will also consider the conformal extensions of some simple solutions of
Einstein’s field equations (i.e. we will construct M and boundary I from some exact
solutions M̃).

In §3.3 we will introduce the concept of asymptotic simplicity and its consequence. A
co-ordinate free definition of asymptotically flat space-time will be introduced (this is
the definition used by R. Penrose and by H. Bondi et al. and R. K. Sachs, although
there are minute variations in this definition in other literatures*) and the integrability
conditions will be considered near the boundary. Finally in §3.4, we will address the
Peeling theorem.

3.1 Basics of Conformal Geometry

As preliminaries, it is necessary that we define conformal transformations. We will
use the Greek alphabets ↵, �, �, · · · to represent the co-ordinate indices and lower
latin characters a, b, c, · · · to represent the abstract indices.

3.1.1 Conformal Rescaling and Transformation

Conformal rescaling or Weyl transformation refers to the replacement:

g̃↵� ! g↵� = ⌦2g̃↵� (3.1)

where ⌦ is a positive definite smooth function in M̃. The scalar ⌦ is called the
conformal factor. This is not a point-wise transformation (i.e. x̃↵ = x↵), so the
infinitesimal line element changes by ds! ⌦ds. The generators of this transformation
forms an infinite-dimensional Abelian Lie group.

We can define conformal class of a metric [g̃] to be the set of all metrices g, which
are related to g̃, following equation (3.1). Note that (3.1) is required to preserve the
identity relation:

g̃↵� g̃
�� = g̃�

↵
g↵�g

�� = g↵
� (3.2)

Thus, the inverse metric should satisfy

g̃↵� ! g↵� = ⌦�2g̃↵� (3.3)

In contrast, a conformal transformation or conformal mapping refers to the dif-
feomorphism transformation µ : M̃!M such that the pull-back of g is conformally
related to g̃ for some scalar ⌦ > 0:

µ⇤g↵� = ⌦2g̃↵� (3.4)
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Note that definitions (3.1) and (3.4) can be written compactly using the abstract

indices as
gab = ⌦

2g̃ab (3.5)

For that, we use the relation between abstract and coordinate indices [16] The epsilon
spinors will therefore transform as

✏AB = ⌦✏̃AB ✏AB = ⌦�1✏̃AB (3.6)

As an illustration, let us look at conformal mapping of Minkowski space-time M to
itself. We note that the general rule of transformation of co-ordinates in this case to
be given by (see [17])

Figure 3.1: Compactified Minkowski space-time where we identify I+ with I�

Xc = Pc +Mbcx
b + Axc + (2Bbx

bxc � Bcx
bxb) (3.7)

defined by 15-parameter Lie group: Pa and Mab constitutes the usual 10-parameter
Poincare group; A denotes the dilation and Ba corresponds to special conformal
transformation. Note that, even if we just consider the integral curves for non-zero
Ba, the transformation is not well-defined at all points:

Xa = xa(s) =
xa(0)� sBaxb(0)xb(0)

1� 2sBbxb(0) + s2BbBbxc(0)xc(0)
(3.8)

Xa reaches infinity for finite s and it is not even a point of M. Thus, with regards to
the mapping µ considered above, we see that M̃ = M but µ(M) ⇢M. In this case,
we say that M is a conformal extension of M. To make sense of transformation
(3.8), we will somehow need to incorporate the point at infinity by giving it a finite
co-ordinate description. The details will be discussed in the later sections, but the
solution for the above problem is to define M = M# (the compactified Minkowski
space-time). We can visualize M# consisting of two null cones joined base to base.
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The interior is the standard Minkowski space-time. The null cones themselves define
the boundary I , while the top and bottom vertices along with the equator representing
the three points at infinity (denoted by i+, i�, i0 respectively). Compactification,
here, is done by identifying the bottom cone (I�) with the top cone (I+) and replace
the three points i±, i0 by a single interior point I (see the diagrams below). The
result is a compact conformal manifold. In general, a conformal compactification
of (M̃, g̃) refers to the conformal transformation µ : M̃ ! U , where U is relatively
compact (closure of U is compact), connected, open set of a manifold M such that

µ⇤g = ⌦2g̃ (3.9)

where (1) ⌦|U > 0 and (2) ⌦|@U>0 (@U is the conformal boundary of M̃)

3.2 Asymptotic Simplicty

Having looked at some very special cases of solutions, we now turn to a more wider
class of space-times which can allow a smooth conformal boundary. Let us begin
with the Schwarzschild solution. The line element in Eddington-Finkelstein outgoing
co-ordinate system is given as

ds2 =

✓
1� 2m

r

◆
du2 + 2dudr � r2(d✓2 + sin2 ✓d�2) (3.10)

Choose conformal factor ⌦ = r�1 = w, so that the unphysical line-element has the
form

ds2 = (w2 � 2mw3)du2 � 2dudw � (d✓2 + sin2 ✓d�2) (3.11)

Note that the metric and its determinant are finite and non-zero on w = 0. In this
case, the surface w = 0 defines I+ and the physical space-time is defined by w > 0.

If we had started with the incoming coordinate system, the physical line element
would look like

ds2 =

✓
1� 2m

r

◆
d⌫2 � 2d⌫dr � r2(d✓2 + sin2 ✓d�2) (3.12)

while the unphysical line element has the form

ds2 = (w2 � 2mw3)d⌫2 + d⌫dw � (d✓2 + sin2 ✓d�2) (3.13)

In this case, w = 0 defines I�. Notice that, if we replace w ! �w and m ! �m in
the advanced line element (3.13), we readily obtain the retarded line element (3.11).
Since the sign of mass flips as we go from w > 0 to w < 0, we can not canonically
identify I+ with I�. This is related to the fact that the mass aspect depends on the
unphysical Weyl curvature at infinity. However, the Weyl curvature is divergent at
i±, i0. Secondly, following Penrose’s argument (Twistor Newsletter (TN30-02)) the
Strong Null Convergence Condition doesn’t seem to allow a well-defined negative
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mass at i0. Therefore, for our discussion we will exclude the points i0, i±.

Now consider a general line element of the form

ds2 = r�2Adr2 + 2Bidx
idr + r2Cijdx

idxj (3.14)

where x̃↵ = (r, x1, x2, x3) = (r, xi). x1 could represent either advanced or retarded
time co-ordinate while x2, x2 could be the angular coordinates. For ⌦ = r�1, the
unphysical line element will look like

ds2 = Adxodx0 � 2Bidx
idx0 + Cijdx

idxj (3.15)

where x0 = r�1. Note that the metric and its determinant is well-defined and finite
on x0 = 0 if the functions A, Bi, Cij are Taylor expandable about x0 = 0. This is
true for Schwarzschild space-time, Bondi-Sachs formalism, Robinson-Trautman space-
times etc. For all of these cases, the surface x0 = 0 can be treated as the ”conformal
infinity”.

We now state the definition of asymptotic simplicity. The following definition is
adapted from R. Penrose and W. Rindler (1984):

(Asymptotic Simplicity) A space-time (M̃, g̃ab) is called k-asymptotically sim-
ple if a Ck+1 manifold (M, gab) exists with the conformal boundary I = @M and the
scalar field ⌦ such that

(a) M̃ = intM

(b) gab = ⌦2g̃ab in M̃

(c) ⌦ and gab are Ck smooth throughout M̃

(d) ⌦ > 0 in M̃ and ⌦ = 0, ra⌦ = 0 on I

(e) Every null geodesics in M̃ acquires a past and future end-points on I

Figure 3.2: Caption

In addition to the above five conditions, if R̃ab = O(⌦2) in some neighborhood of I
in M̃, then (M̃, g̃ab) is said to be asymptotically flat. If R̃ab = 0, then space-time
is said to be asymptotically empty.

insert image
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The question stands as of now is how generic is the above definition. It is a delicate
and open problem as of now*. However, it should be pointed out that the conditions
(a)-(d) can be satisfied trivially by any manifold: simply choose M = M̃, ⌦ = 1
and I = ;. However, there are subtleties with condition (e): it is very restrictive,
in fact many of the known standard examples need not satisfy this condition. For
example, helical null trajectories at r = 3m in Schwarzschild space-time need not
reach I. Moreover, there are null rays which falls into the black-hole. The reason for
this is that the Cauchy surface for astro-physical schwarzschild black-holes is I[H+.
We need a weaker version of the above asymptotic simplicity, by incorporating other
possible end points. As of now, all examples of asymptotically simple space-times
turns out to be time independent and it is not known whether there exists any time
dependent solution of vacuum Einstein’s equations which will satisfy the criterion (a)-
(e). Some notable dynamical solutions exists, albeit with some pathology : e.g. Bicak
and Schmidt (1989), Bicak (2000), Gri�ths and Podolsky (1981), Ashtekar and Dray
(1981). (weakly asymptotically simple space-times:) A space-time (M̃, g̃ab) is
said to be weakly asymptotically simple if there exists an asymptotically simple
space-time (M̃0, g̃0

ab
) and a neighborhood U 0 of I0 = @M̃0 such that µ�1(U 0) \ M̃0

is isometric to the open subspace Ũ of M̃ Although this is just a mathematical
definition, the extent to which this is physically reasonable remains to be verified.
Geroch and Horowitz argues that no physical constraints have been imposed on M̃0.
Other approaches have been proposed *, however, as of now there is no universally
applicable prescription known for this. We will assume Einstein’s field equations to
be satisfied in the neighborhood of I in M̃.

3.2.1 Geometry of I

The purpose of this section is to look at certain geometrical properties of the boundary
assuming some weaker version of asymptotic simplicity to be defined for the manifold
and that Einstein’s field equations is satisfied near the boundary. To begin with, con-
sider some conformally invariant mass-less fields in the neighborhood of I. Conformal
invariance mandates T̃ a

a
= 0 so that the Ricci scalar is given by

R̃ = 4�̃ (3.16)

Now following the calculations in [18], we can express the physical Schouten tensor
in terms of the unphysical one as

P̃ab = Pab + ⌦
�1rarb⌦�

1

2
⌦�2gabrc⌦rc⌦ (3.17)

Taking the trace and using the definition of Schouten tensor, we obtain

�2

3
�̃ = ⌦2Pa

a + ⌦rara⌦� 2ra⌦ra⌦ (3.18)
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When restricted on I, we have ⌦ = 0. Thus the vector field

Na = �ra⌦ (3.19)

is orthogonal to the boundary I and satisfies

NaNa ⇡
1

3
�̃ (3.20)

The symbol ⇡ refers to equality on I. Thus the conformal boundary is space-like,
time-like or null provided �̃ > 0, < 0 or = 0. Asymptotic flatness mandates �̃ = 0,
making I a null surface. Similar to the discussion for Schwarzschild space-time, we
will ignore the points i±, i0. Thus, pictorially we can visualize our space-time as
composed of two inverted cones (I±) without the vertices and almost touching base
to base.

insert diagram

Following (3.20), we have for the case of null I (Topology of Conformal Infinity) :
If I = I+ [ I� is null everywhere, then

I± ⇠=iso S
2 ⇥ R (3.21)

Let us look at further consequences of Einstein’s field equations near I. Recall
that the trace-free part of Ricci curvature given by equation([18]). Apart from the
cosmological constant, if we allow T̃ab = O(⌦2) (like free Maxwell’s equations), then
we notice that �̃ab = O(⌦2). Now, we have the relation

�̃ab = �ab + ⌦
�1rA0(ArB)B0⌦ (3.22)

For C�3 space-times, we get �ab to be at least continuous, therefore, finite when
⌦ = 0. Thus the second term ⌦�1rA0(ArB)B0⌦ must be well defined, which is true
only when rA0(ArB)B0⌦ = O(⌦). The weak aymptotic Einstein condition refers
to the restriction

rA0(ArB)B0⌦ ⇡ 0 (3.23)

In tensor indices, this corresponds to ()

rarb⌦ ⇡
1

4
gabrcrc⌦ (3.24)

which in terms of vector field Na reads

raNb ⇡
1

4
gabrcNc (3.25)

Thus the vector field Na on I is (1) twist free (since it is hyper-surface orthogonal
from definition) and (2) shear free from the weak asymptotic Einstein condition.

For the asymptotically flat case, using the relation

R̃ab = Rab � 2⌦�1rarb⌦� gab(⌦
�1rcrc⌦� 3⌦�2rcrc⌦) (3.26)
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and null condition for Na on I we get

2rarb⌦+ gabrcrc⌦ ⇡ 0 (3.27)

On taking the trace, it yields
rcrc⌦ ⇡ 0 (3.28)

or, from asymptotic condition, this reads

rarb⌦ ⇡ 0 (3.29)

Thus for asymptotic flat case, Na is also divergence free on I. Say, if we are considering
only null I+, we can write

N b ⇡ A◆B◆B
0

(3.30)

where A is some positive function on I+. Using (3.29) we can show that

�0 ⇡ 0 0 ⇡ 0 ⇢0 ⇡ ⇢̄0 (3.31)

3.2.2 Condition on Weyl curvature

Consider asymptotically empty space-times. This means the vacuum Einstein’s equa-
tions is satisfied near I:

r̃AA
0
 ̃ABCD = 0 (3.32)

Now, recall the conformal invariance property of free mass-less field equations: r̃AA
0
�AB···L =

0$ rAA
0
�AB···L = 0 which is true provided �̃AB··· ! �AB··· = ⌦�1�̃AB···. This means

we also have the relation
rAA

0
(⌦�1 ̃ABCD) = 0 (3.33)

However, the Weyl curvature spinor is invariant under conformal transformations.
Thus:

 ABCDrAA
0
⌦| {z }

�NAA0

= ⌦rAA
0
 ABCD| {z }

⇡0

(3.34)

If cosmological constant �̃ 6= 0, then the Hermitian matrix NAA
0
is obtainable from

condition (3.20) and (3.19). For arbitrary NAA
0
, this would imply  ABCD ⇡ 0.

If �̃ = 0, we had NAA
0 ⇡ A◆A◆A

0
. Thus the Weyl curvature is of Petrov Type-N:

 ABCD ⇡  ◆A◆B◆C◆D (3.35)

where  =  0 =  ABCDoAoBoCoD has a spin weight 2. Following the directions in
[18], first we di↵erentiate (3.33) to obtain:

NEE0rAA
0
 ABCD ⇡ NAA

0rEE0 ABCD + ABCDrEE0NAA
0

(3.36)

Next we lower A0 and symmetrize with E 0 and invoke the weak asymptotic Einstein
condition (3.29):

NE(E0rA

A0) ABCD �NA

(A0rE0)E ABCD ⇡ 0 (3.37)
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Contracting with ✏AE, and using the expression for NAA
0
we obtain:

◆ArAE0 EBCD ⇡ 0 (3.38)

Contracting with oE
0
oEoBoCoD we obtain

g0 ⇡ 0 (3.39)

which implies  = 0. Thus all asymptotically empty space-times admit  ABCD ⇡ 0
or Cabcd ⇡ 0. This is also known as strong asymptotic Einstein’s condition.

3.3 Peeling theorem

Intuitively, the Peeling theorem states that a spinor field will appear more and
more algebraically special as we go further away from its source. Mathematically, we
shall see shortly that the weak asymptotic Einstein’s condition will guarantee
such spinor fields �AB···L in physical space-time to be represented as polynomials of
1/r̃:

�AB···L =
nX

i=1

�(i)
AB···Lr̃

�i + o(r̃�n) (3.40)

Here �(i)
A···L has at least n � i + 1 PNDs, and is constant along null rays �. The

radial coordinate r̃ is an a�ne parameter on these trajectories. On the right hand
side, the symbol o(r�n) has the definition that lim|r|!1 rno(r�n) = 0. In contrast,
the big O means that lim|r|!1 |rnO(r�n)| < C for some number C. The aim of this
section is to derive this result and look at the peeling property of Weyl curvature
(Sachs peeling e↵ect) (see [19]). We outline the proof as given in [18] and [20]:

Lets consider a geodetic null congruence C in (M̃, g̃) whose tangent vector field is
l̃ = @

@r̃
. Following the definition of asymptotic simplicity, we have that the end points

of the integral curves � will (almost) touch the boundary I. Since l̃ is null, define
l̃a = õAõA

0
. Likewise, in the unphysical space-time (M, g), we have l = @

@r
. Let

oA = õA oA = ⌦�1õA (3.41)

The normalisation condition

larar = Dr = 1 l̃ar̃ar̃ = 1 (3.42)

First we note how asymptotic simplicity condition imposes restriction on the form of
conformal factor ⌦. Using definition Na ⇡ A◆A◆A0 , we can write

�laNa ⇡ �AoAoA
0
◆A◆A0 = �A (3.43)

Further, we have the definition Na = �ra⌦, so that

�laNa = lara⌦ =
@⌦

@r
(3.44)
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Thus @⌦
@r
⇡ �A. According to the definition of asymptotic simplicity, ⌦ is a Ck smooth

function. Thus we may write

⌦ = �Ar � A2r
2 � A3r

3 � · · ·� Akr
k + o(rk) (3.45)

For asymptotically flat space-times, recall that we obtained rarb⌦ ⇡ 0. So the
coe�cient �A2 can be written as

�A2 ⇡ D2⌦ = lara(l
brb⌦) = lalbrarb⌦ ⇡ 0 (3.46)

where we used the geodetic and a�ne property of la vector field: lbrbla = 0. Thus
the weak asymptotic Einstein condition in an asymptotically flat space-time means
A2 = 0. What is its significance? Note that

Dr̃ = larar̃ = ⌦
�2l̃ar̃ar̃ = ⌦

�2 (3.47)

This can be integrated to express r in terms of r̃, and therefore ⌦ in terms of r̃:

r̃ =

Z
A�2r�2

✓
1 +

A2

A
r +

A3

A
r2 + · · ·+ Ak

A
rk�1 + o(rk�1)

◆�2

dr (3.48)

where we have used the expression for ⌦. The aim now is to look at this integral in
the limit where r is small, which means we can do a binomial expansion of the terms
in the brackets, only upto o(rk�1):

r̃ =

Z
A�2r�2

�
1 + C1r + C2r

2 + · · ·+ Ck�1r
k�1 + o(rk�1)

��2
dr (3.49)

The new coe�cients Ci’s are obtained by expanding the integral (3.49) and collecting
all terms order by order in powers of r. It can be verified that the C1 term can be
contributed by A2 terms only. This is important: if we allow A2 6= 0, then we will get

r̃ = �A�2r�1 +
C1

A2
log r +

C2

A2
r + · · ·+ o(rk�2) (3.50)

Note that the logarithmic terms are associated with C1 or A2 factors only. Let A2 = 0,
then we can make an ansatz that

r =
X

i

Bir̃
�i (3.51)

and substitute in the (3.52) to obtain:

r = �A2r̃�1 +B2r̃
�2 +B3r̃

�3 + · · · (3.52)

where Bi’s are some combination of Ci’s. Finally, we substitute this in (3.45) to
obtain the asymptotic form of the scalar field ⌦:

⌦ = A�1r̃�1 + E2r̃
�2 + E3r̃

�3 + · · ·+ · · · o(r̃�k) (3.53)
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To complete the derivation of Peeling expression, it is necessary to comment about the
fall-o↵ behavior of the physical spin frame (õA, ◆̃A). We already had the transformation
between oA and õA (). Now define:

◆A = ◆̃A � ⌫õA (3.54)

Note that it satisfies the normality condition

oA◆
A = õA◆̃

A = 1 (3.55)

The transformation and spin frames are defined such that we have

DoA = 0 D◆A = 0 D̃õA = 0 D̃◆̃A = 0 (3.56)

Now if we start with the condition D̃õA = 0, then

DoA = ⌦�2l̃br̃bõA = ⌦�2l̃b(r̃bõA � ⌥̃AB0 õB) = ⌦
�2D̃õA = 0 (3.57)

Further, if we impose D◆A = 0 and D̃◆̃A = 0, we get:

D⌫ = ⌦�2�0⌦ (3.58)

On I, we want the natural identification oA ⇡ õA and ◆A ⇡ ◆̃A, so from definition of
◆A, we have ⌦⌫ ! 0. From (3,58), we have

⌦2D⌫ = �0⌦ (3.59)

Further, using (3.47), we have

⌫D⌦2 = 2⌦⌫D⌦ ⇡ �2A⌦⌫ = 0 (3.60)

Adding the two relations above, we get

�0⌦ ⇡ D(⌦2⌫) = D⌦. ⌦⌫|{z}
!0

+ ⌦|{z}
⇡0

D(⌦⌫) (3.61)

LHS is simply �oA◆A0
NAA0 . Thus, if one express Na as linear combinations of null-

tetrads on I, we find that Na should only be a linear combination of la = oAoA0 and
na = ◆A◆A0 . Recall the inner-product (3.20) and the expression for Na when � = 0.
Keeping these special cases in mind, we can write

N b ⇡ Anb +
1

6
�̃A�1lb (3.62)

Thus, in the neighborhood of I, we may write N b�Anb� 1
6 �̃A

�1lb = O(⌦). Recalling
that ⌦ is Ck smooth, let Qb be a Ck�2 smooth co-vector field defined by

⌦Qb = Nb � Anb �
1

6
�̃A�1lb (3.63)
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Take derivative rc on both sides and contract with oB
0
lc to get

AQbo
B

0 ⇡ 0 (3.64)

where we have invoked the asymptotic Einstein condition. Thus, if we define a Ck�3

scalar µ such that
�Qbm̄

b = ⌦µ (3.65)

then it follows that
D⌫ = µ (3.66)

So, we can now express ◆̃A as

◆̃A = ◆A + (⌫1r̃
�1 + · · ·+ ⌫k�1r̃

�(k�1) + o(r̃�(k�1)))oA (3.67)

For the derivation of the Peeling relation, let us assume that there is a symmetric
spinor field ✓A···MN 0···L0 which is Ch smooth in M. Here the smoothness applies to
each component of the spinor field separately. Further, assume that it is a conformal
density of weight �w, i.e. ✓̃ = ⌦w✓. To begin with, define

✓q = ✓A · · ·D| {z }
q1

E · · ·M| {z }
p1

N 0 · · ·P 0
| {z }

q2

Q0 · · ·L0
| {z }

p2

oA · · · oD◆E · · · ◆MoM
0 · · · oP 0

◆Q
0 · · · ◆L0

(3.68)

where q1 + q2 = q. The smoothness condition here means that

✓q = ✓(0)
q

+ ✓(1)
q
r + ✓(2)

q
r2 + · · ·+ ✓(h)

q
rh + o(rh) (3.69)

As a conformal density, we have

✓̃ = ⌦w✓A · · ·D| {z }
q1

E · · ·M| {z }
p1

N 0 · · ·P 0
| {z }

q2

Q0 · · ·L0
| {z }

p2

õA · · · õD ◆̃E · · · ◆̃M õM
0 · · · õP 0

◆̃Q
0 · · · ◆̃L0

(3.70)
Expressing (õA, ◆̃A) in terms of (oA, ◆A) along with (3.69) and (3.70) yields expression
of the form

✓̃ =
w+q+hX

i=w+q

✓(i)r̃�i + o(r̃�(w+q+h)) (3.71)

For Weyl curvature, it is the special case where w = 1 and number of indices n = 4.
In this case we assume the Ch condition on the unphysical Weyl curvature  ABCD =
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⌦�1 ABCD. Thus we have the Sachs peeling theorem:

 ̃0 =
h+5X

i=5

 ̃(i�5)
0 r̃�i + o(r̃�h�5) (3.72)

 ̃1 =
h+4X

i=4

 ̃(i�4)
1 r̃�i + o(r̃�h�4) (3.73)

 ̃2 =
h+3X

i=3

 ̃(i�3)
2 r̃�i + o(r̃�h�3) (3.74)

 ̃3 =
h+2X

i=2

 ̃(i�2)
3 r̃�i + o(r̃�h�2) (3.75)

 ̃4 =
h+1X

i=1

 ̃(i�1)
4 r̃�i + o(r̃�h�1) (3.76)

If we set A = 1, then one can verify that  r ⇡  ̃0
r
. Also note that  ̃r ⇡ 0 which,

again, follows from the strong asymptotic Einstein condition. However, there exists
sharp k⇤ value, which is a positive integer, such that even if  ABCD is Ck⇤ smooth at
I, the Peeling condition will still be satisfied [20]
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Chapter 4

Asymptotic Symmetries of
Spacetime

4.1 Introduction

Highly symmetric space-times such as Minkowski space-time M or Friedmann-Walker
space-times admit class of co-ordinate transformations which preserves line element
exactly. These transformations have a special name, they are called the isometry
transformation. Given a coordinate system {x↵}, we want to move to a new coordi-
nate system {y↵} such that

g↵�(x)dx
↵dx� = g↵�(y)dy

↵dy� (4.1)

If we look at only the infinitesimal transformations, i.e. of the form

y↵ = x↵ +K↵(x) +O(K2) (4.2)

we can substitute this expression in the line element and expand till linear order in
K. The RHS of (4.1) is

(g↵�(x) +K�@�g↵� + g↵�@�K
� + g��@↵K

�)| {z }
LKg↵�

dx↵dx� +O(K2) (4.3)

which is easy to check, since

dy↵ = dx↵ + @�K
↵dx� +O(K2) (4.4)

g↵�(y) = g↵�(x) + @�g↵�dx
� +O(K2) (4.5)

The vector fieldK is called theKilling Vector-field and it constitutes the isometry group.
Thus the isometry condition implies that

LKg↵� = 0 (4.6)
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This is called the Killing field equation.

We can also consider coordinate transformations which preserve the line element upto
a scale factor. This is precisely the conformal transformations, we considered in the
previous chapter. The generators of such transformation satisfy

LKg↵� / g↵� (4.7)

The scale factor k is given by

k =
1

4
g↵�LKg↵� =

1

4
r↵K

↵ (4.8)

In the RHS, we have written the Lie derivative expression as covariant derivative of
co-vector components K↵

r↵K� +r�K↵ = 0 (4.9)

The isometry transformation is just that special case where k = 0. As an example,
let us consider the explicit solution for Minkowski space-time M. In this case, we will
consider the procedure outlined in [17].

To begin with let us take covariant derivative of (4.7)

r�r↵K� +r�r�K↵ = r�kg↵� (4.10)

For M, the Riemann curvature tensor is trivial. This means

r↵r�K� �r�r↵K� = 0 (4.11)

This simplification allows us to write

r↵r�K� =
1

2
(r↵kg�� +r�kg�↵ �r�kg↵�) (4.12)

Let us take one more derivative of the above equation

r⇢r↵r�K� =
1

2
(r⇢r↵kg�� +r⇢r�kg�↵ �r⇢r�kg↵�) (4.13)

Anti-symmetrizing over ⇢ and ↵ gives

r�r[⇢kg↵]� �r�r[⇢kg↵]� = 0 (4.14)

Next we take trace over ↵ and �. After some manipulation, we get

g⇢�⇤k + 2r⇢r�k = 0 (4.15)

On taking trace over ⇢ and �, we get ⇤k = 0. Thus

r⇢r�k = 0 (4.16)

Since ra = @a, the solution for the scale factor is simply

k = 2A+ 4B�x
� (4.17)
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Substitute this expression in (4.12) to get

r↵r�K� = 2B↵g�� + 2B�g�↵ � 2B�g↵� (4.18)

Integrating twice w.r.t. x yields

K�(x) = P� +M��x
� + Ax� + (2B�x

�x� � B�x
�x�) = K(x�) (4.19)

This is the Conformal Killing vector for M. If k = 0, then A = 0 and B↵ = 0 so that
the expression simplifies to give just the Poincare vector.

Note that the above expression was dependent on the fact that the Riemann curvature
tensor is trivial, Just by looking at the isometry transformation, we see that there
are four translations (generated by Pa) and six Lorentz rotation generated by Mab.
Thus the group is essentially a ten parameter Lie group. We can think of it as
following: given any point p 2 M, we can define four axis along which one can do
translation. This gives us four translation parameters Pa. We can also do rotation of
any axis about any other axis, which can be done in 4C2 = 6 ways. Thus there are
4 + 6 = 10 parameter group. Can space-time with non-trivial curvature still admit
ten parameter Lie group? The answer is yes and such space-times are said to be
Maximally symmetric. The Riemann curvature tensor for such space-times have
the form

R⇢�µ⌫ =
R

12
(g⇢µg�⌫ � g⇢⌫g�µ) (4.20)

To get the intuition why this should be the form of curvature, let us define coordi-
nates in a small neighborhood U centered around point p 2M such that the metric
evaluated at point p gives the standard Minkowski metric. The 10 parameter Lie
group as defined above will preserve the form of g↵�|p = ⌘↵�, but not its derivative.
By maximal symmetry, we mean that the Riemann tensor should also be invariant
under the action of this group. This implies that the curvature can be written as
sum of terms containing only the metric and none of its derivative. Considering the
symmetry of Riemann tensor and its relation to Ricci tensor and Ricci scalar, the
only possible expression is

R⇢�µ⌫ |p =
R

12
(⌘⇢µ⌘�⌫ � ⌘⇢⌫⌘�µ) (4.21)

For Maximal space-times, this should be true for all p 2 M, which leads us to the
form (4.20). Comparing with the Ricci decomposition form, we see that

C⇢�µ⌫ = E⇢�µ⌫ = 0 (4.22)

Thus, while Ricci tensor need not be zero, the Weyl curvature should be zero. The
Weyl curvature carries the gravitational degrees of freedom, and a generic vacuum
Einstein equation is given by

r⇢C⇢�µ⌫ = 0 (4.23)

so one could ask whether it is possible to define Killing fields in presence of non-zero
Weyl curvature. It turns out that the Killing fields, or more generically the Conformal
Killing fields puts severe restriction on possible solution of Weyl curvature. Note that
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the CKVFs can be considered as the primary part of Hermitian twistor (). In general,
for a symmetric n�twistor !AB···L we have the consistency condition:

 F

(ABC!DE···L)F = 0 (4.24)

TheWeyl curvature spinor ABCD shares same PNDs with that of twistor !, in fact we
have the following result due to B. Je↵ryes: If !AB···L is a symmetric n( 4) twistor,
then  ABCD is proportional to (!AB···L)4/n It should be noted that the Killing fields
have great importance with regards to the conservation laws in curved space-time.
Consider a free falling particle travelling with velocity field u↵. For a�ne parameter,
the equation of motion is simply

u�r�u
↵ = 0 (4.25)

Let K↵ be a KVF. Let us define the quantity QK = K↵u↵. Then it is easy to check
that QK is conserved along the trajectories of the particles:

DQK

d⌧
= ruQK = Kau

brbu
a

| {z }
=0

+ uaubrbKa| {z }
=0

= 0 (4.26)

For mass-less particles, it su�ces that K be just the CKVF, since the second term
uaubrbKa will vanish as u is a null vector. In M, the KVFs Pa generates translation
motion, thus QP ’s are the associated conserved momentum of the system. Likewise
there are six conserved angular momentums QM .

For fields, we have the conservation equation

r↵�T↵� = 0 (4.27)

Similar to the point particle case, we find that the quantity

JK

↵
= T↵�K

� (4.28)

behaves as a conserved current

ra(JK)a = KbraTab| {z }
=0

+TabraKb

| {z }
=0

= 0 (4.29)

For conformally invariant fields, we have T = 0, thus it su�ces that K is a CKVF.
Given such a conserved current, we can define conserved charges by integrating over
arbitrary 3-surface ⌃:

Q[k] =

Z

⌃

T↵�K
↵d�� (4.30)

The above definition of conserved quantities in a curved space-time faces some am-
biguities, and it primarily has to do with nature of Weyl curvature and equivalence
principle. It should be noted that gravitational field has no canonical stress-energy
tensor and this is due to the fact that there always exist a local inertial frame where
space-time looks like a patch of M. Consequently, a frame independent definition of
gravitational stress energy tensor will mean that if the field is zero in one frame , it
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should be true for all frames. Thus the very definition of conserved momentum and
conserved angular-momentum for an isolated gravitating system becomes quasi-local
rather than local (as considered above). Apart from that, the condition () makes life
di�cult to define KVFs on M, at least in the bulk. However, life becomes simpler
when we look at the asymptotics of space-time. Take for instance, the Sachs peeling
e↵ect we discussed in the previous chapter. For asymptotically simple space-times
(and some weaker definition of that), the peeling theorem implies that the Weyl cur-
vature should vanish asymptotically. To what extent can the consistency conditions
be satisfied in this limit?

4.2 Isometry near infinity

Take the simpler case of M. So far we have considered isometry of the full space-time
and we have noted that M admits a non-trivial ten parameter lie group. We can ask,
how the isometry group will look like if we carry out our discussion only near infinity.
Let us consider the line element in Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates (see chapter 3
for Schwarzschild case):

ds2 = du2 + 2dudr � r2d⌦2 (4.31)

We now choose new co-ordinates (ū, r̄, ✓̄, �̄) such that isometry is satisfied asymptot-
ically:

ds2 = dū2 + 2dūdr̄ � (r̄2d⌦̄2 +O(r̄)) +O(r̄�1) (4.32)

For that, we make the following ansatz:

u = a0(ū, x̄A) + a1(ū, x̄A)r̄�1 +O(r̄�2) (4.33)

r = R(ū, x̄A)r̄ + ⇢0(ū, x̄A) +O(r̄�1) (4.34)

xA = g0
A

(ū, x̄A) + g1
A

(ū, x̄A)r̄�1 +O(r̄�2) (4.35)

Note that the asymptotic Einstein condition allows us to define functions as poly-
nomial of 1/r̄. To find the coe�cients, we can begin with the equation (4.1) and
equate the coe�cients order by order. The isometry condition

ḡab = gcd
@xc

@x̄a

@xd

@x̄b
(4.36)

is evaluated for all values of a, b. However, for asymptotic behavior, it su�ces to look
at the leading order expansions only (i.e. a0, R, g0A). We have the following results:

For a = b = ū, the coe�cient of r̄2 is

R2qAB

@g0A

@ū

@g0B

@ū
= 0 (4.37)
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and the coe�cient of r̄ is

2
@R

@ū

@a0

@ū
� qABR

2

 
@g0A

@ū

@g1B

@ū
+ (A$ B)

!
= 0 (4.38)

For a = ū, b = r̄, the order O(1) term in the expansion is

R
@a0

@ū
+R2qAB

@g0A

@ū
g1

A

= 1 (4.39)

For a = ū and b = B, the leading coe�cient of r̄2 is

R2qCD

@g0C

@ū

@g0D

@x̄B
= 0 (4.40)

The above condition, along with (4.37) suggests that @g
0C

@ū
= 0. Substitute this

relation in (4.41) to obtain
@R

@ū

@a0

@ū
= 0 (4.41)

We can’t take @a
0

@ū
to be zero, because line element () tells that ū mimics u near

infinity, therefore should be linearly dependent on one another in this limit. Thus we
have

@R

@ū
= 0$ R = R(x̄A) (4.42)

Given only the angular dependence of R, we can now use (4.42) in (4.39) to get a0:

a0(ū, x̄A) = R�1(ū+ �(x̄A)) (4.43)

The unknown function R is essentially the scale-factor associated with conformal
motion of unit sphere. For that , assume a = A and b = B. The r̄ term in this
expansion is

R2qCD

@g0C

@x̄A

@g0D

@x̄B
= qAB (4.44)

Thus, in the limit r̄ !1, we have

xA = g0
A ⇡ x̄A + f̄A (4.45)

where in the RHS, f̄A is the conformal Killing vector of 2-sphere. The above equation
can be subtituted in (4.44) and calculated till linear order in f̄ . It may be shown that

R = eD̄Af̄
A

(4.46)

Thus in the asymptotic limit, we have the following infinitesimal transformations:

u = e�D̄Af̄
A
[ū+ ↵(x̄A)] xA = x̄A + f̄A (4.47)
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where f̄A is a CKVF on 2-sphere. Inverting this relation we get

ū = e�DAf
A
[u+ ↵(xA)] x̄A = xA + fA (4.48)

It is known that Lorentz transformation is isomorphic to Mobius transformation of a
Riemann sphere. Thus we can regard fA as generator of Lorentz transformation at
infinity. If we take ↵ = 0, the transformation

ū = e�DAf
A
u (4.49)

also has a special geometric interpretation. As we shall see later, the transformation
(4.48) corresponds to conformal motion of infinity I. The condition (4.49) ensures
that the retarded time co-ordinate always remain as the a�ne parameter for the or-
thogonal vector Na at infinity. This is corollary to the strong conformal geometry
on I. Another consequence of this condition is that it preserves null angle at infinity.
In general, transformation (4.48) where ↵ = 0 is called super-rotation.

↵(xA) is an arbitrary function on 2-sphere which appeared as an ”integration con-
stant”. Any such functions on a sphere can be expanded in terms of spherical har-
monics :

↵(xA) =
1X

l=0

lX

m=�l

↵lmYlm(x
A) (4.50)

Lets take fA = 0, then l  2 harmonics gives us the familiar translation motion:

↵ = ✏o + ✏1 sin ✓ cos�+ ✏2 sin ✓ sin�+ ✏3 cos ✓ (4.51)

For a general l, this is known as super-translation motion. Thus unlike in the
Poincare group, which had just four translation parameter, the super-translation ↵
is an arbitrary function and is defined by infinitely many parameters {↵lm}. Thus
isometry condition defined only for a subspace of Minkowksi space can be consider-
ably larger than the usual transformation (4.19). The transformations (4.48) gen-
erates the symmetry group called Bondi-Mentzner-Sachs group. The derivation
we have considered in this section is just a simplified version of the analysis done by
H.Bondi et al [3] for axis-symmetric space-times. The original analysis by H. Bondi
[3] and R.K.Sachs [21] involved a number of assumptions on the behavior of metric
components.

1. The Sommerfeld condition on metric components �:

lim
r!1

@(r�)

@r
|u=const = 0 (4.52)

which is an ad-hoc condition implying that the functions can be written as
polynomials of 1/r and that one could go to the limit r !1 for a fixed value
of u.

2. Boundary conditions, which essentially amounts to space-time being Minkowskian
at infinity.
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Using the Conformal methods discussed in previous chapter we obtained the Peeling
theorem, which gives geometric justification for the ad-hoc assumption (i). We will
assume the boundary conditions for asymptotically flat space-times while deriving
the BMS group using gauge-fixing approach. Justification for such a condition will
be given using the conformal methods in section (4.4).

4.3 Gauge-Fixing Approach

In our previous section we saw that the isometry group at infinity is much larger
than the conventional Poincare group, primarily due to the arbitrary function ↵. The
condition we imposed was that the transformation should preserve line element in the
limit r ! 1. The boundary conditions we want to preserve can be more abitrary,
and need not necessarily correspond to isometry transformation. In this section we
are going to discuss the BMS group in the framework of gauge-fixing approach. More
generically, if some boundary conditions are specified near infinity, the weak version
of definition of asymptotic symmetry group is defined as

Gweak = [Residual gauge di↵eomorphism preserving boundary conditions] (4.53)

The stronger definition further requires the associated charge to be non-trivial. The
symmetry group can be defined in the following steps. We are essentially going to
follow the procedure outlined in [6]. However, before we dig into the procedure of
the gauge-fixing approach, it is necessary to define the framework and the underlying
assumptions.

We begin by considering the jet-bundle (J, ⇡,M). The base space M is our usual
Lorentzian manifold. On each point p 2 M, we can define the tangent space
TpM ⇠=iso M. And this vector space admits a natural Hamel’s basis {@µ}. Like-
wise, the dual space T ⇤

p
M will admit basis {dxµ} defined such that dxa

�
@

@xb

�
= �a

b
.

For sake of completeness, let us also define the space of k�forms as ⌦k(M). k�forms
are essentially (0, k) alternating tensor fields defined on M. The d operator takes
elements of the space ⌦k to ⌦k+1. Note that d2 = 0. This is due to the fact that
for any k� form L, d2L = @

2
L

@xa@xb ^ dxa ^ dxb = 0. In this construction, the exterior
derivatives are more important as relevant quantities of interest that we are going to
consider are these k�forms.

Each point of total space J corresponds to collections of abstract quantities {�i,�i

µ
,�i

µ⌫
, · · · }.

The indices µ, ⌫, · · · are all symmetrized. We can as well define co-tangent space at
a given point in J , and for a given such space, let us denote the co-tangent basis by
the collection {��i, ��i

µ
, ��i

µ⌫
, · · · }. Thus the exterior derivative which can act on

0�forms are given by the variational operator

� = ��i
@

@�i
+ ��i

µ

@

@�i
µ

+ ��i

µ⌫

@

@�i
µ⌫

+ · · · (4.54)

The �2 = 0 condition mandates that the abstract variations ��i

µ⌫··· are Grassmann
odd numbers.
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The map ⇡ : J !M is called the projection map. The fibres at a given point p 2M
is the space ⇡�1({p}) = {�i(p),�i

µ
(p),�i

µ⌫
(p), · · · }. The fibres represent the collection

of fields �i(x) and its symmetrized derivatives evaluated at x = p. Note that exterior
derivative d acts on the base manifold only, while � acts along a given fibre.

Definition [Gauge transformation and Gauge symmetry] Let us now define the
gauge transformation, by which we mean transformations of the fields �i induced by
parameters F = {f↵}, where f↵’s are some arbitrary functions. We write

�F�
i = R↵f

↵ +Rµ

↵
@µf

↵ +R(µ⌫)
↵

@µ@⌫f
↵ + · · · (4.55)

The coe�cients Rµ⌫···
↵

are functions of x,�i and its derivatives. Gauge symmetry is
defined with respect to a given lagrangian. We know that the classical physics of fields
are all encoded in the lagrangian L, which is a 4-form. The gauge transformation
(4.55) is a symmetry of our theory, if it preserves L upto a surface term (a 3-form):

�FL = dBF (4.56)

The surface terms are important as we shall see later that they contribute to the
definition of charge.
As an example, consider the free Maxwell field Fab = 2@[a�b]. This can be considered
as components of the 2-form F = d�, for some smooth 1-form �. Since F is exact,
transformation �! �+ d↵ keeps F invariant: F = d�! d�+ d2↵|{z}

=0

. The last term

is zero due to the identity d2 = 0. Since F is preserved, the Lagrangian L ⇠ F 2 is
preserved as well. Thus �! �+d↵ is a gauge transformation and is also a symmetry
of the free Maxwell theory.

Definition [Gauge fixing] The symmetry of our theory is generated by the set of
parameters {f↵}, and we may want to study this theory for some particular choice
of these parameters. This is called gauge fixing. More precisely, we have a set of
algebraic or di↵erential constraints on the field.

G[�] = 0 (4.57)

These constraints should be obtainable by some gauge transformation. Further the
transformation should use all the freedom of arbitrary parameters f↵. Thus the num-
ber of gauge fixing conditions should be equal to number of arbitrary parameters
defining the gauge transformation.

Definition [Residual gauge transformation] The gauge fixing conditions (4.57) may
itself possess some symmetry, i.e.

�FG[�] = 0 (4.58)

The transformations (4.58) are called residual gauge transformations.

Definition [Background conditions] The explicit solution of the field � for a given
gauge fixing condition and residual condition will depend on the choice of boundary
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conditions The choice of boundary conditions will determine the asymptotic symme-
try group. Too severe conditions can make the symmetry group trivial. The exact
choice will depend on the particular problem we want to consider.

To demonstrate examples for each of these definitions, let us consider the case for
electro-magnetic field. Begin with the gauge transformation �a ! �0

a
= �a + @a↵. If

our gauge fixing condition is A2 = 0, then it su�ces that @↵

@x2 = 0. In other words,
↵(x) = ↵(x1, xA). However, this function is still arbitrary. We can fix ↵ by speci-
fying a boundary condition on some surface S = S(x1, xA) : let’s say A1(x)|S = 0.
Now, even if ↵ is completely specified, there still exists the residual freedom A3,4 !
A3,4 + @3,4�(x3, x4). Note that the choice of �, even though arbitrary at this point,
does not a↵ect the gauge A2 = 0, nor the boundary condition. This function � can
be fixed by additional boundary conditions such that the solution for the Maxwell
equations is well-posed.

In the next section we are going to look at a very similar setting, but for gravitational
field. The metric gab will be our relevant field of interest. For the construction of
BMS group in a more general setting, we will first introduce the Bondi-Sachs for-
malism briefly (though we have already used a simplified version of it in the previous
section). We will also briefly comment about the symmetry group for other boundary
conditions.

4.3.1 The Bondi-Mentzner-Sachs Group

4.3.1.1 The Bondi Sachs co-ordinate system and conventions

The basic consideration here is to start with a scalar field u (or ⌫) such that the
u =constant hypersurfaces are outgoing of future light cones (similarly ⌫ =constant
represents incoming or past light cones). We further assume that the generator (rep-
resented by the null tetrad l = la@a) of null surfaces u =constant is geodetic, i.e.

l↵r↵l
� / l� (4.59)

Define l↵ = dx
↵

dr
= �↵

r
. Thus, l↵r↵ = D = @

@r
when acting on scalars. Choose r to be

an a�ne parameter on the integral curves of l↵. Thus we have

Dl↵ = 0 (4.60)

The angular co-ordinates xA = (✓,�) are defined such that they are constant along
the flow of vector field l↵:

DxA = 0 (4.61)

The Bondi-Sachs coordinate x↵ = (u, r, xA) if we are considering outgoing congruence,
or (⌫, r, xA) for incoming. The outgoing coordinate system is relevant when we are
studying radiations from isolated system, which will be considered here as well. The
incoming coordinate is important in the case of cosmology, since all astro-physical
observables are essentially defined on observer’s past light cone. In this case, the r
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Figure 4.1: Outgoing null cone in Bondi-Sachs coordinates (figure obtained from [4])

coordinate could represent the correxted luminosity distance, or the observed redshift
parameter as the relevant problem may be.

Given such a co-ordinate system we can comment about the general form of metric
gab: We can observe that the null condition on l↵ implies that

l↵l↵ = 0 = g↵��
↵

r
��
r
= grr (4.62)

Likewise, the angular relations (4.61) means

l↵@↵x
A = g↵��

↵

r
@�xA = 0 (4.63)

which would imply grA = 0. Thus the generic form of metric can be written as

gab =

 
↵ � UA

� 0 0
UA 0 gAB

!
(4.64)

for some functions ↵, �, UA, gAB.

Following the convention used in [21], we write the line-element in the form:

ds2 =
V

r
e2�du2 + 2e2�dudr � r2hAB(dx

A � UAdu)(dxB � UBdu) (4.65)

The angular part of the line element are written in terms of two functions �(u, r, xA)
and �(u, r, xA) as

hABdx
AdxB = (e2�d✓2 + e�2� sin2 ✓d�2) cosh(2�) + 2 sin ✓ sinh(2�)d✓d� (4.66)
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The two functions reflects the fact that gravitational field carries two degrees of
freedom, or in perturbative gravitational wave analysis, as the + and ⇥ polarizations
[22].

It’s worth noting that the determinant of hAB is simply sin2 ✓. Thus, the set of
conditions

grr = 0 grA = 0 det[hAB] = sin2 ✓ (4.67)

represents our gauge fixing conditions. Thus, the residual gauge symmetry can be
given by transformatons which will preserve (4.67) :

�grr = 0 �grA = 0 � det[gAB] = 0 (4.68)

The functions in line element are all polynomials in 1/r, as also stated in the previous
section. To obtain the expression for the metric functions, we will need to solve the
vacuum Einstein’s field equations Rab = 0. Similar to the discussion in §, we make
ansatz that

V = r � 2M(u, xA) +O(r�1) (4.69)

hAB = qAB + cAB(u, x
A)r�1 +O(r�2) (4.70)

� = �0(u, x
A)r�1 +O(r�2) (4.71)

UA = UA

0 (u, x
A)r�1 +O(r�2) (4.72)

To solve the field equations, we impose the boundary conditions [21],[4]:

limV/r = 1 lim(rUA) = lim � = limhAB = 0 (4.73)

where lim is the limit at r !1. The asymptotic forms satisfying field equations and
respecting the boundary conditions are given by:

V = r � 2M(u, xA) +O(r�1) (4.74)

hAB = qAB +O(r�1) (4.75)

� =
1

4
|c(u, xA)|2r�2 +O(r�3) (4.76)

UA = O(r�2) (4.77)

4.3.1.2 Explicit construction due to Sachs

Let us first solve the residual gauge symmetries (4.68).

The expression (4.68)(i) implies that

�grr = 0$ rr⇠r = 0 (4.78)

All the required Christo↵el symbols for this calculation are mentioned towards the
end of this chapter. The RHS of the above expression can be wriiten as

@r⇠r = �
a

rr
⇠a = 2@r�⇠r (4.79)
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⇠r = e2�f(u, xA) (4.80)

where f is an arbitrary function. Likewise (4.68)(ii) implies

�grA = 0 =) @r⇠A + @A⇠r = 2�a

Ar
⇠a

@r⇠A + 2@A�⇠r + e2�@Af = 2�a

Ar
⇠a

On substituting the expression for �a

Ar
, we obtain:

@r⇠A + 2@A�⇠r + e2�@Af = 2�r

Ar
⇠r + 2�B

Ar
⇠B

= 2@A�⇠r + fr2hAB@rU
B + 2

⇠A
r

+ (@rhAC)h
BC⇠B

On RHS, we do some re-arranging of derivatives followed by transvection with gAD:

[�gABf@rU
B � 2⇠A

r
+ hAC@r(h

BC⇠B) = �e2�@Af ]⇥ gAD

f@rU
D +

2⇠AhAD

r3
� @r(⇠AhAD)

r2
= �(@Af)e2�gAD

@r(fU
D)� @r

✓
⇠AhAD

r2

◆
= �(@Af)e2�gAD

@r(fU
D + ⇠Ag

AD) = �(@Af)e2�gAD

⇠Bg
BD = fD � fUD �

Z
e2�gAD@Afdr

0

Thus, the angular part of di↵eomorphism vector field ⇠ is given by

⇠C = fC � fUC + r2hDC@Af

Z 1

r

dr0
e2�hAD

r02
(4.81)

In this case, we obtain an arbitrary vector field fA. Finally for (4.68)(iii) we shall get
the ⇠u component:

� det g = 0 =) gABL⇠gAB = 0

gAB ⇥ [rA⇠B +rB⇠A] = 0

gAB ⇥ [@A⇠B + @B⇠A � 2�c

AB
⇠c] = 0

On RHS, let us just consider the expression for �u

AB
, so that we can express ⇠u in

terms of ⇠r and ⇠A as follows:

gAB(2⇠A,B) +
4e�2�

r
⇠u + (2�r

AB
⇠r � 2�C

AB
⇠C)g

AB = 0

Thus, we have the following final expression

⇠u =
1

2
re2�(�⇠A,B + �r

AB
⇠r + �

C

AB
⇠C)g

AB (4.82)

= �1

2

e2�

r
(�⇠A,B + �r

AB
⇠r + �

C

AB
⇠C)h

AB (4.83)
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Note that (f, fA) obtained as integration constants, are arbitrary. In contrast, the
calculation for asymptotic Minkowski case had a specific expression for f in terms of
fA, and we also had fA as CKVF on unit 2-sphere. To obtain this particular form,
Sachs considers a set of additional conditions:

�guu = O(r�1) �guA = O(1) (4.84)

�gur = O(r�2) �gAB = O(r) (4.85)

Lets begin with (4.85)(ii). The aim will be to expand the metric coe�cients following
the asymptotic forms () and compare order-by-order in powers of r. For this condition
we obtain

@A⇠B + @B⇠A � 2�u

AB
⇠u � 2�r

AB
⇠r � 2�C

AB
⇠C = O(r) (4.86)

After some thorough inspection, we find that the r2 term in the LHS of (4.86) has
the form

�2f(A,B) + qAB@Cf
C + �C

EF
qABq

EFfC + 2�C
AB

fC = 0 (4.87)

where �A
BC

is the Christo↵el symbol w.r.t. the unit sphere metric qAB. After some
manipulation it can be shown that

DAfB +DBfA = qABDCf
C (4.88)

which agrees with (4.44).

Lets repeat the same procedure for ()(ii). We have

@u⇠A + @A⇠u � 2�c

uA
⇠c = O(1) (4.89)

The only r2 term in LHS is
@ufA = 0 (4.90)

Likewise, the r terms can be collectively written as

@A


@uf �

1

4
@D(qEFf

D)qEF

�
= 0 (4.91)

For (4.85)(i), we note that the order of 1 term is essentially

@uf �
1

4
@D(qEFf

D)qEF = 0 (4.92)

This we can integrate to obtain

f(u, xA) = ↵(xA) +
u

2
DAf

A (4.93)

Note that this particular form of f and fA will automatically satisfy the remaining
conditions.
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We can try to find the expression for ⇠a = gab⇠b. Here, is the following asymptotic
forms of each component:

⇠u = f(u, xA) (4.94)

⇠r = �r@uf +
1

2
DCD

Cf +O(r�1) (4.95)

⇠A = fA � qAB@Bf

r
+O(r�2) (4.96)

This completes the derivation of the Bondi-Metzner-Sachs group using the gauge

fixing approach.

4.3.1.3 The group structure

The infinitesimal transformations of (u, xA) under the action of f, fA near r ! 1
has the form

u! u+ ⇠(u) = u+ ⇠u = u+
h
↵ +

u

2
DAf

A

i
(4.97)

xA ! xA + ⇠(xA) = xA + fA (4.98)

Let us define vector fields

⇠T = ↵@u (4.99)

⇠R = fA@A +
u

2
DCf

C@u (4.100)

Then, any element of BMS group B can be written as ⇠ = ⇠T + ⇠R. Note that the
expression for ⇠T automatically suggest that

[⇠T1 , ⇠T2 ] = 0 (4.101)

for all ⇠T1 and ⇠T2 . We say that ⇠T generates super-translation motion. We shall
denote S as the super-translation group.

The commutation relation for ⇠R’s is a bit more involved:

[⇠R1, ⇠R2] = [fA

1 @A +
u

2
DCf

C

1 @u, f
A

2 @A +
u

2
DCf

C

2 @u] (4.102)

= (fA

1 @Af
C

2 � (1$ 2))@C +
u

2
(fA

1 @ADCf
C

2 � (1$ 2))@u (4.103)

We first manipulate the @u term. Note that on expanding the DA operator, we can
re-arrange it in the form

u

2
DC((f

A

1 @Af
C

2 � (1$ 2)) +
u

2
(@A�

C

CB
)(fA

1 f
B

2 � (1$ 2)) (4.104)

where �C
CB

= log
p
det q

@xB = cot ✓�✓
B
. However, that makes @A�CCB

= � csc2 ✓�✓
A
�✓
B
, i.e.

symmetric in A and B. Since the term in bracket is anti-symmetric in A and B, this
makes the entire second term to be zero. Denoting

f̂C = (fA

1 @Af
C

2 � (1$ 2) (4.105)
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we see that the commutator relation simplifies to just

[⇠R1, ⇠R2] = ⇠
R̂

(4.106)

We say that ⇠R is the generator of super-rotation group R.

Finally, we may look at the commutation relation between ⇠R and ⇠T :

[⇠R, ⇠T ] = [fA@A +
u

2
DCf

C@u,↵@u] =
⇣
fA@A↵�

↵

2
DCf

C

⌘
@u = ⇠

T̂
(4.107)

This, relation along with () suggests that for any ⇠ 2 B and for any ⇠T 2 S, we have

[⇠, ⇠T ] = ⇠
T̂
2 S (4.108)

Thus, we have the following theorem:

[Theorem :] The super-translation group S forms an Abelian Normal subgroup of
the total BMS group B

Let us take r 2 R and s 2 S. Let xa = (u, xA) (note that these are co-ordinates on
the null infinity I+). We may write

rs(u, xA) = r(u+ ↵, xA) = (K�1(u+ ↵), r(xA)) = b(u, xA) (4.109)

where b 2 B. This particular identification implies that we can write B as the semi-
direct product of S and R:

B = RS (4.110)

Note that, (4.107) suggests that for any b 2 B

b�1Sb ⇠=iso S (4.111)

So, if we just restrict to the case of R followed by some re-arranging, we will have

s�1Rs ⇠=iso R (4.112)

This is important as it suggests that there is no unique rotation subgroup of the total
BMS group.

Recall that the l  2 modes of the super-translation parameter ↵ corresponds to the
translation group T . In fact, following from above Theorem, we see that T form the
unique normal 4-dimensional subgroup of the total super-translation group. Thus, if
we wish to find the Poincare subgroup P from B, then there will be arbitrariness in
the choice of Lorentz group, due to the isomorphism (4.112).

4.3.1.4 Few comments about Poincare group at infinity

Although, there is no unique way one can select out a Poincare group from B, in
practice, we can choose a particular rotation group R near infinity using the idea of
good cuts. A good cut is the cross-section on I formed by its intersection with a null
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cone originating from an interior point p 2 M̃. If there is no such interior point, then
it is called a bad cut. The convention is that we choose the rotation group R as the
generator of conformal motion of these good cuts. Let us consider the example for
Minkowski space-time.

Consider the flat space line element:

ds2 = du2 + 2dudr � r2qABdx
AdxB (4.113)

To define the Lorentz group at infinity, we need to choose an origin, similar to the
consideration in §2.1. We let r = 0 to be our axis. The null surfaces originating from
each point p on the axis defines our outgoing surfaces u =const, and these surfaces
will intersect the boundary forming a 2-sphere. Thus r = 0 forms the set of all
interior points for the good cuts. While this is very convenient in a flat space-time,
such a construction need not hold for a general asymptotically flat space-tmes. The
intricate structure of the bulk can modify these definitions of good cuts. One way to
circumvent this problem is to look at the optical scalars, or any of it’s combinations
associated with the outgoing null congruence, which do not change under the influence
of curvature. The asymptotic shear � of the outgoing null surfaces is a convenient
choice. The peeling theorem mandates that

� =
X

i=0

�ir
�i (4.114)

For good cuts, we have �0 = 0. Thus, the standard choice is to look at all those
cross-sections on I, which have � ⇡ 0.

Note that � is a complex number, while the identification of good cuts involves only
one real condition. Thus, in general it is not true that good cuts defined this way
will always exist. In fact, existence of gravitational radiation need not preserve the
good cuts. Details of this calculation will not pursued here, but has been explained in
[18]. To summarize, for a Bondi system ⌧ ⇡ 0, the evolution of shear � follows this
particular relation

@2
u
� ⇡ �A ̄4 (4.115)

We can model shock waves, in general, which can induce a generic BMS transfor-
mation near null infinity (this will be discussed in the next chapter). If we simply
consider the super-translation e↵ect, we will see that the asymptotic shear will change
following the relation

�2 ⇡ �1 +
1

2
g2↵ (4.116)

Note that solution for g2↵ = 0 is true if and only if ↵ 2 T. Thus, only the translation
group is invariant. Since � changes, these cross-sections are now bad cuts and we
will now need to choose a new set of good cuts. This essentially reflects the fact
that the rotation group R is not preserved under the conjugate action of the super-
translation group. Since, the concept of rotation shifts in this process, we say that
super-translation changes the angular-momentum of the system. In other words, the
charges associated to (higher modes of ) super-translation are essentially the angular-
momentum.
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4.3.2 Other asymptotic definitions

The arbitrariness in the choice of gauge fixing condition makes this particular ap-
proach highly generic. Let us consider a couple of other symmetry groups which has
been constructed using this approach:

4.3.2.1 Barnich-Troessaert group

Let us consider the case for null infinity: Note that in the BMS derivation, we had

defined the determinant of the angular part of the metric as r4 sin2 ✓ = det gAB.
In general, let us write det gAB = r4b, where b = b(u, xA) = 1

4e
4'̃ is some arbitrary

function. The consequence is that the leading term of the angular part of line element
is only conformal to a unit sphere line element. On top of that, let us modify the
fall-o↵ conditions on metric coe�cients:

� = O(r�2) UA = O(r�2) V/r = �2r@u'̃+ �̃'̃+O(r�1) (4.117)

The associated residual symmetries should satisfy

�grr = 0 �grA = 0 � det[gAB] = 4!̃ (4.118)

The determinant condition shows that we are only preserving the angular part upto
a scale factor, where !(u, xA) is an arbitrary function. The additional conditions on
other metric components are

�gur = O(r�2) �grA = O(1) �gAB = O(r) (4.119)

�guu = �2r@u! � 2!�̃'̃+ �̃! +O(r�1) (4.120)

The exact solution for such a di↵eomorphism vector field is given by

⇠u = f (4.121)

⇠r = fA � f,B

Z 1

r

dr0(e2�gAB) (4.122)

⇠r = �1

2
r(D̄A⇠

A � f,BU
B + 2f@u'̃� 2!) (4.123)

where f = f(u, xA) satisfies

@uf = f@u'+
1

2
D̄Af

A � ! (4.124)

Here D̄A and fA are the covariant derivatives and conformal Killing field for the
metric e2'̃qAB. The arbitrariness of ! also makes fA to be an element of infinite-
dimensional Virasoro algebra rather than 6-dimensional Lorentz algebra as was in
the case of BMS. Therefore, the transformation as defined above generates a group
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which is isomorphic to (Vir⇥Vir)o S.

For asymptotically AdS space-times, we could start with line element written in
Fe↵erman-Graham form:

ds2 =
l2

r2
dr2 + gAB(r, x

C)dxA, dxB (4.125)

where gAB = r2e2'̃�AB +O(1). �ABdxAdxB is the flat space-time line element.

The residual conditions are

�grr = 0 �grA = 0 �gAB = O(1) (4.126)

The solution for such a vector field is given as

⇠r = �1

2
rD̄Af

A (4.127)

⇠A = fA � l2

2
@B(D̄Cf

C)

Z 1

r

dr0

r0
gAB (4.128)

Similar arguments hold for asymptotically dS space-times as well.

4.3.2.2 Campiglia-Laddha group

For a line element of the form

ds2 = O(1)du2 + (2 +O(r�1))dudr � (r2qAB +O(r))dxAdxB +O(1)dudxA (4.129)

we simply look at the condition

lim
r!1
r(a⇠b) ! 0 (4.130)

The residual symmetries in this case are:

�gur = O(r�1) �guA = O(r) �guu = O(1) (4.131)

Upon solving, we obtain the following expression for ⇠:

⇠u = ↵(xA) +
u

2
DAf

A

| {z }
f

+O(r�1) (4.132)

⇠r = �r@uf +O(1) (4.133)

⇠A = fA +O(r�1) (4.134)

Here fA and f are arbitrary. The symmetry group in this case is Di↵(S2)o S
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4.4 Geometric Approach

The Geometric approach was originally proposed by Penrose in his seminal paper [5].
The lengthy calculation for the BMS group can be elegantly and intuitively derived
as conformal motion of the boundary I . In fact, this is what we are going to discuss in
this section and also comment about its relation to include Barnich-Troessaert group
(both asymptotically flat or (A)dS) and beyond.

4.4.0.1 BMS group

In the previous chapter, we talked about properties of infinity: the divergence free and
shear free condition on Na vector field. Let us now choose ⌦ = l = 1

r
as our conformal

factor. It is easy to see for standard examples that Na vector field does satisfy the
necessary conditions for this particular choice. For our physical line element, let us
choose the Bondi-Sachs form. The unphysical line element will therefore look like

ds2 = ⌦2ds̃2 = l3V e2�du2 � 2e2�dudl � hAB(dx
A � UAdu)(dxB � UBdu) (4.135)

However, for now let’s just assume that each of the metric functions are Taylor ex-
pandable about l = 0. Now, let us consider the solutions for Einstein’s equations on
the unphysical line-element [22]:

hAB = HAB(u, x
C) +O(l) (4.136)

� = H(u, xC) +O(l2) (4.137)

UA = HA(u, xC) +O(l) (4.138)

l2V = DAH
A +O(l) (4.139)

ehre DA is covariant derivative w.r.t. HAB. The Na vector field will look like

Na = (�e�2H , 0, e�2HHA) (4.140)

If we impose that xA are constants along Na, we get HA = 0 :

Na@ax
A ⇡ 0 =) HA = 0 (4.141)

Furthermore, the strong conformal geometry , implies H = 0:

N̂a@au ⇡ 1 =) H = 0 (4.142)

Finally, rarb⌦ ⇡ 0 implies @uHAB = 0. If we consider HAB as metric on the cross-
section of I+, then it can only be conformal to a unit sphere metric. Then @uHAB = 0
implies that HAB = !2(xC)qAB. On suitable rescaling and redefinition we finally have

gab ⇡
 

0 �1 0
�1 0 0
0 0 �qAB

!
(4.143)
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BMS group is precisely the di↵eomorphism transformation which will preserve the
above form of metric upto a scale-factor. The scale factor is such that the transfor-
mation is well defined under the conformal map. To prove this, let us start with the
physical line element If x̃! x̃0 is the required transformation, we have

g̃ab(x̃
0) = g̃cd(x̃)

@x̃c

@x̃0a
@x̃d

@x̃0b (4.144)

Say x ! x0 is the induced transformation in M, then it preserves the space-time
interval in M upto a scale factor:

gab(x
0) =

⌦2(x)

⌦2(x0)
gcd(x)

@xc

@x0a
@xd

@x0b (4.145)

Since (4.145) holds at r ! 1, we should regard the above relation to hold on I. If
x0 = x+ ✏⇠, then

dx0a = (�a
b
+ ✏@b⇠

a)dxb (4.146)

gab(x
0) = gab(x) + ✏⇠c@cgab(x) (4.147)

⌦�2(x0) = ⌦�2(x)(1� 2✏⌦�1⇠c@c⌦) (4.148)

We see that condition (4.145) is true upto O(✏2) if

(L⇠gab � 2⌦�1⇠c@c⌦gab)|I = 0 (4.149)

Since ⌦|I = 0, we need ⇠c@c⌦ = O(⌦) so that the scale factor is finite. Let’s Taylor
expand ⇠ about I w.r.t. the coordinate system x = (u, l, xA):

⇠a = ⇠a0 + ⇠a1 l +O(l2)

Choosing ⌦ = l, ⇠c@cl = ⇠l = O(l), or l�1⇠l|I = ⇠l1 = @l⇠l|I. Lets denote each
expression in () as Qab = 0. Upon substituting the expression for gab we obtain the
following form (all equalities are defined on l = 0)

Quu = 0 =) @u⇠
l = 0 (4.150)

QAB = 0 =) DA⇠B +DB⇠A = 2@l⇠
lqAB =) @l⇠

l =
1

2
DA⇠

A (4.151)

Qul = 0 =) @l⇠
l + @u⇠

u � 2@l⇠
l = 0 =) @u⇠

u = @l⇠
l (4.152)

QuA = 0 =) @A⇠
l + qAB@u⇠

B = 0 (4.153)

Qll = 0 =) @l⇠
u = 0 (4.154)

QlA = 0 =) @A⇠
u + qAB@l⇠

B = 0 (4.155)

While (4.151) implies ⇠l1 =
1
2DA⇠A0 , the condition (4.152) can be integrated to obtain

⇠u0 = ↵ + u

2DA⇠A0 . (4.154) implies ⇠u1 = 0, while (4.153) leads to @u⇠B0 = 0. Equation
(4.155) gives ⇠A1 = �qAB@B⇠u0 . Thus, we obtain the following asymptotic expression
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for ⇠:

⇠u = ↵(xA) +
u

2
DAf

A

| {z }
f

+O(l2) (4.156)

⇠l =
1

2
DAf

Al +O(l2) (4.157)

⇠A = fA � qAB@Bfl +O(l2) (4.158)

where ↵ is arbitrary and fA is CKVF on unit sphere. This proves our claim.

4.4.0.2 Extended BMS group

The derivation of BMS group required a very particular form of gab at infinity. Al-
though, it is always possible to arrange for such a simplistic form in Bondi-Sachs
formalism, we see that the BMS transformation only preserve the metric upto a scale
factor. Now, there exists other exact solutions for Einstein’s field equations, which
do not satisfy the above mentioned boundary conditions. Consider the Robinson-
Trautman space-times, which have the form:

ds2 =

✓
� logP � 2r@u logP �

2m(u)

r

◆
du2 + 2dudr � 2r2

P 2
d⇣d⇣̄ (4.159)

where P = P (u, ⇣, ⇣̄) satisfies

�� logP + 12m@u logP � 4@um = 0 (4.160)

The operator � = 2P 2@⇣@⇣̄ . This is a vacuum solution and involves outgoing gravi-
tational radiation, signified by the non-zero Weyl curvature  4:

 4 = r�2@⇣̄ [P
2@⇣̄{

1

2
� logP � r@u logP}] (4.161)

In fact it can be shown using Lyapunov-functional argument that for any general
initial data on u =const , the solution will emit gravitational radiation and asymp-
totically reach Schwarzschild solution. If we now take ⌦ = l = 1/r and look at
unphysical metric, then at l = 0, it takes the form:

gab|l=0 =

0

B@

0 �1 0 0
�1 0 0 0
0 0 0 �P�2

0 0 �P�2 0

1

CA (4.162)

Since we have outgoing gravitational radiation, @uP 6= 0, hence we can’t allow any
transformation so that the angular part reduces to a unit-sphere metric. Thus, while
the usual BMS symmetry group can’t be used in this example, we can still use the
definition (4.149) to construct di↵eomorphism which will preserve the line element
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upto a scale factor. For the time being, let’s assume gul = �W (u, xA) (some arbitrary
function)

⇠u = f +O(l2) (4.163)

⇠l =

✓
1

2
DAf

A +
1

2
f@u log

p
|H|
◆

l +O(l2) (4.164)

⇠A = fA �WHABDBf l +O(l2) (4.165)

where f and fA satisfies:

@uf =
1

2
DAf

A +
1

2
f@u log

p
|H|� f@u log |W |� fA@A log |W | (4.166)

D(AfB) �
1

2
DCf

CHAB +
1

2
f(@uHAB �HAB@u log

p
|H|) = 0 (4.167)

Note that the solution space is much larger than usual BMS group, as both (f, fA) are
infinite-dimensional.For Robinson-Trautman metric, W = �1 and HAB = �P�2qAB

is the angular part. Since the angular part of metric is conformal to unit sphere, it
may be shown that

@uHAB = HAB@u log
p

|H| (4.168)

which makes fA as the CKVF on the cross-sections. If we let @ufA = 0, then with
the condition ! = 0, it is possible to show that (4.166) agrees with the Barnich-
Troessaert form. Thus the ⇠ di↵eomorphism field we have constructed generates
asymptotic isometry of space-times which are asymptotically flat locally.

4.4.0.3 For asymptotically AdS space-times

To end this section, let us also comment about symmetry group of asymptotically
(A)dS3+1 space-times. Consider the line element in Fe↵erman-Graham form:

ds2 = � l2

r2
dr2 + gAB(r, x

C)| {z }
r2e2'⌘AB

dxAdxB (4.169)

where ⌘ABdxAdxB = dt2 � · · · . Once again, let ⌦ = 1/r so that the unphysical line
element takes the form:

ds2 ! l2

r2
d

✓
1

r

◆2

+ e2'⌘ABdx
AdxB (4.170)

The metric on the boundary is given by

gab|I =
✓
0 0
0 �̄AB

◆
(4.171)
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where ¯�AB = e2'⌘AB. It may be verified that the solution for asymptotic relation by
taking the above form of metric is given by

⇠l =
1

2
D̄CY

C l +O(l2) (4.172)

⇠A = Y A +O(l2) (4.173)

In physical co-ordinates we get

⇠r = �1

2
rD̄CY

C +O(1) (4.174)

⇠A = Y A +O(r�2) (4.175)

where Y A is a CKVF w.r.t. 2-metric �̄ with D̄ as the corresponding covariant deriva-
tive. The leading terms exactly matches with the asymptotic expression discussed
in [6], thereby validating the usefull-ness of geometric approach. It should be noted

that the definition (4.149) which followed from isometry condition of physical space-
time only determines the leading two terms of the asymptotic expansion, while the
gauge fixing approach provided an unique vector field with all higher order terms
pre-determined from metric coe�cients. Thus, in this sense the vector-field obtained
from the geometric approach is more generic. It is therefore, more meaningful to
consider the conformal motion of boundary I if we want to look at isometry near
infinity in physical space-time. However, such transformation need not extend into
the bulk in any meaningful way.

In general, an asymptotic symmetry group in geometric approach is defined as the
quotient group:

G =
Gauge transformations preserving boundary conditions

Trivial gauge transformations
(4.176)

The trivial transformations are the one which has a vanishing surface charge. The
weak point of this construction is that the boundary conditions are defined in a
particular way, and it is not trivial to fiddle with them. Thus the construction is
much more rigid compared to the flexible nature of gauge fixing approach

4.5 Asymptotic Symmetry group near Null sur-
faces in the Bulk

4.5.0.1 Coordinate conventions

As of now, all of our constructions were defined near infinity, where for a particular
choice of coordinates, the metric assumed a very simple form for which we are able to
construct the symmetry transformations. We now ask, whether similar construction
can also be defined in the bulk, near some family of hypersurfaces. In fact, it is
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always possible to find co-ordinates xa = (u, ⇢, xA) such that line element near any
hyper-surface takes the simplified form:

ds2 = 2C⇢du
2 + 2dud⇢+ 2⇢✓Adx

Adu� (⌦AB + ⇢�AB)dx
AdxB +O(⇢2) (4.177)

The resemblance with the asymptotic line element (4.135) makes the analysis for
asymptotic symmetry group convenient. To begin with, let us consider family of 2-
dimensional hypersurfaces {S} with co-ordinates Za(xA). If gab is the total space-time
metric , the induced metric on the 2-surface S will be given by

qAB = ea
A
eb
B
gab (4.178)

where ea
A
= @Z

a

@xA . Also note that the 2-surface S will admit two orthogonal transverse
null directions, denoted by l and n. Transverse condition implies that l ·n = 1. There
is a gauge freedom associated to the choice of these null directions: i.e. the rescaling

l ! l0 = �l (4.179)

n! n0 = ��1n (4.180)

preserves the normality condition. The total space-time metric gab can now be written
as

gab = lanb + lbna � qab (4.181)

In Newman-Penrose formalism we may write qab = 2m(am̄b).

Let us assume that the null surface H is foliated by these family of 2-surfaces {Su}u
where we choose scalar field u to parameterize each member of this family. Now, it
may be shown that for any H, there exists an unique vector-field V 2 TH such that

1. V is normal to Su

2. V is tangent to H

3. the Lie derivative LVu = 1

The vector field V = @

@u
defines the evolution from one cross-section Su to other. Just

like in ADM formalism we may write

@

@u
= V + Ṽ (4.182)

where Ṽ is tangent to Su (analogue to ”shift vector” in 3+1 case). V can be thought
of as the null vector field, whose integral curves pass through all the cross-sections
having the same xA co-ordinates. This means

LVx
A = 0 (4.183)

Thus we have ṼA = �LVxA. Since, for a given null surface we already have an unique
vector V satisfying the above properties, let us choose

l = V =
@

@u
� Ṽ (4.184)
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This of course fixes the gauge freedom in the choice of transverse null vectors discussed
earlier. To completely fix the gauge freedom in NP tetrad, let us also impose the
condition

ṼA|H = 0 (4.185)

Now, define the other null vector

n =
@

@⇢
(4.186)

where ⇢ is an a�ne parameter on the null rays generated by na. So, if we work with
co-ordinate system xa = (u, ⇢, xA), its easy to guess the form of null tetrads on H:
la|H = (1, B(u, xA),0), na|H = (0, 1,0). We can compute gab (using ()) and therefore
the line element has the form:

ds2 = 2⇢du2 + 2dud⇢+ 2⇢✓Adx
Adu� (⌦AB + �AB⇢)dx

AdxB +O(⇢2) (4.187)

for some functions , ✓A,�AB. Similar construction can be carried out near space-like
or time-like surfaces, and is a generic result (see [23])

4.5.0.2 Extended symmetry near null surface H

Let us consider a particular construction of a symmetry group which is defined near
a null surface H. The extended symmetry group by L. Donnay et al essentially corre-
sponds to di↵eomorphism transformation which preserves the co-ordinate convention
as defined above. That is, the residual symmetry should satisfy:

�g⇢⇢ = �g⇢A = �gu⇢ = 0 (4.188)

Lets denote the di↵eomorphism vector field near H as �. The first condition implies

L�g⇢⇢ = 0$ 2g⇢a@⇢�
a = 0 (4.189)

or �u = f(u, xA). The second condition can be written as:

L�g⇢A = 0$ @A�
u + gAu@⇢�

u + gAB@⇢�
B = 0 (4.190)

The second term is zero due to (4.189). Thus

�B = Y B �
Z

⇢

0

d⇢0gAB@Af (4.191)

Finally, the third condition yields

L�gu⇢ = 0$ @⇢�
⇢ + @u�

u + guA@⇢�
A = 0 (4.192)

Substituting the expression for �A, we get

�⇢ = Z � ⇢@uf +

Z
⇢

0

d⇢0guAg
AB@Bf (4.193)
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The asymptotic form of this vector field is therefore:

�u = f(u, xA) (4.194)

�⇢ = Z(u, xA)� @uf⇢+O(⇢2) (4.195)

�A = Y A + ⌦AB@Bf⇢+O(⇢2) (4.196)

The higher order terms inO(⇢2) can be determined exactly, if the complete asymptotic
expansion of gab is known. Let us now compute the Lie derivative of rest of the metric
components:

L�gAB = �c@cgAB + gAc@B�
c + gBc@A�

c (4.197)

The first term in the RHS can be expanded as: �a@agAB = �(f@u⌦AB + Z�AB +
Y C@C⌦AB) +O(⇢). Likewise, gAc@B�c = �⌦AC@BY C +O(⇢). Thus

L�gAB = �(f@u⌦AB + Z�AB + LY⌦AB)| {z }
�⌦AB

+O(⇢) (4.198)

Similarly for �guu , we have

L�guu = �c@cguu + 2guc@u�
c (4.199)

The first term is �c@cguu = 2Z + O(⇢), while the second term 2guc@u�c = 2@uZ +
O(⇢). Thus

L�guu = 2@uZ + 2Z| {z }
=0

+O(⇢) (4.200)

Similar calculations for L�guA yields

L�guA = (Z✓A + @AZ � ⌦AB@uY
B)| {z }

=0

+O(⇢) (4.201)

We will assume that Z = 0 (this will be important later for definition of charge) and
@uY B = 0. Note that

L�gu⇢|H = 0 L�gAB|H = �(f@u⌦AB + LY⌦) 6= 0 (4.202)

4.6 Charge construction

For flat space-time, we noted that for a given matter field Tab, we can construct
ten conserved charges associated to each Killing field. The situation in presence of
gravitational field is ambiguous for two reasons - non-local nature of gravitational
energy and non-existent of a generic Killing field. If we look at the expression for
charge in (4.30), we note that its an integral over a 3-dimensional surface. If we can
express it as an integral on the boundary of this surface, then the Killing field on
the boundary can be naively identified with an element of the asymptotic symmetry
group. However, there is still an issue with the Tab: how do we take into account
gravitational energy? In this section, we are going to briefly outline the original
Penrose’s quasi-local charge construction and its expression on cross-section S ⇢ I.
Using L.Mason’s argument, we will show how this construction will agree with the
one obtained from Covariant Phase space formalism. Finally we will look at charges
for extended symmetries.
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4.6.0.1 Penrose’s Quasi-local charge motivation

The motivation stems from the fact that the total Riemann curvature in the weak
field limit on a background M space-time has the structure of Weyl curvature:

Kabcd = �ABCD✏A0B0✏C0D0 + c.c. (4.203)

which is also very similar to the expression for Maxwell tensor:

Fab = �AB✏A0B0 + c.c. (4.204)

The charge in Maxwell theory can be written in terms of Hodge dual ⇤Fab as:

q =
1

4⇡
=
I

S

⇤F (4.205)

The question is whether we can write Fab in terms of Kabcd and what will the corre-
sponding q physically represent. So, for a given symmetric 2-twistor �AB, it follows
that the spinor

�AB = �ABCD�
AB (4.206)

will satisfy free Maxwell’s equations if �ABCD satisfies the vacuum Einstein’s equation.
We can also write the above equation in tensor notation: for that, we define skew
tensor Qab = i�AB✏A

0
B

0
+ c.c.. Then it may be shown that

⇤Pab = �
1

2
KabcdQ

cd (4.207)

where Pab is the Maxwell tensor associated to �AB. Also note that ⇠a = 1
3rbQba is

a Killing field. Now, since we started with the vacuum solution for Kabcd, it may be
shown that Kabcd = K⇤

abcd
[16]. Using this alteration and Einstein’s equations, we can

write (4.205) in the form

q = � 1

32⇡G

I

@V

K⇤
abcd

Qcddxa ^ dxb = �1

6

Z

V

eabc
dTdf⇠

fdxa ^ dxb ^ dxc (4.208)

For the asymptotic case, we take S ⇢ I, where space-time is vacuum. So we may
simply write Kabcd = Cabcd. Also, since we are considering calculations on I, we
should regard the curvatures here to be unphysical. With some manipulation, the
integral in LHS of (4.208) can be written as

q = � 1

4⇡G
Im

I

S

{�00 1 + 2�01 2 + �11 3}S (4.209)

�AB can be written as symmetrized product of 1-twistor !A

i
. Let’s take �AB = !(A!B).

Thus, the expression for q is

q = � 1

4⇡G
Im

I

S

{ 1!
0
1!

0
2 + (!0

1!
1
2 + !0

2!
1
1) 2 +  3!

1
1!

1
2}S (4.210)

Details of this calculation can be found in [18].
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4.6.0.2 BMS charge using Penrose’s definition

According to Penrose, it su�ces that !A

i
satisfy twistor relation only on S, though

even in this case the solution space for twistors can be highly restrictive. Therefore,
we only consider the subset of those equations:

g0!0 = 0 g!1 = �!0 (4.211)

For a Bondi system, a number of spin coe�cient vanishes:

0 = �0 = ⌧ 0 = ⇢0 = ⌧ = Im⇢ = 0 (4.212)

For such a simplified system, it may be shown that for any two twistors !A

1,2 satisfying
(4.211), the vector-field

⇠a = gna + ⌘a
c
+ ⌘̄a

c0 (4.213)

will behave as a BMS vector field on I, where ⌘a
c
= 1

2ugcn
a+ cma. Here g = i(!0

1!
1
2 +

!0
2!

1
1) and c = 2i!0

1!
0
2. The integrand in (4.210) can also be manipulated such that

we only have g and c terms (procedure outlined in [TDray]) The final expression
looks like

q = Q(g, c, c0) = � i

8⇡G

I
!0
1!

0
2(2 1 + 2�g�̄ + g(��̄))S (4.214)

� i

4⇡G

I
(!0

1!
1
2 + !0

2!
1
1)

✓
 2 � �N +

1

2
g2�̄ � 1

2
g02�

◆
S (4.215)

= Qc +Qg (4.216)

Note that the combination which appears in the integral (4.215) with g is the mass-
aspect, while the combination in integral (4.214) is the angular-momentum aspect.

4.6.0.3 Relation with Phase space definition

In covariant phase space formalism, one can define surface charge from the integral

HF [�] =

Z

⌃

j
F
=

Z

⌃

SF +

I

@⌃

KF ⇡
I

@⌃

KF (4.217)

The surface term KF is identified by defining exact reducibility parameters [6]. Note
that we can write

Z

⌃

SF =

Z

⌃

na

✓
1

8⇡G
Gab + Tab

◆
d3xb ⇡ 0 (4.218)

where component of na orthogonal to ⌃ is lapse function and the one parallel to it
is called shift vector. If we naively take n to be null, we could write it in terms of
spinor fields, say na = �A�̄A

0
. It follows [24], that we can have the identity

d⇤ = �� 1

2
naGabd

3xb (4.219)
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where ⇤ = �i�̄A0d�A^ dxa and � = �id�̄A0 ^ d�A^ dxa. The d operator is defined as
d�A = rb�Adxb. Substituting (4.218) and (4.219) in (4.217) yields the surface 2-form
KF to be 1

4⇡G⇤. The identification with Penrose quasi-local charge definition follows
from the identity

kAA
0
= �iK↵�!A

↵
⇡̄A

0

�
(4.220)

where ka is the 10-parameter Killing field, and K↵� = K(↵�) are ten numbers for
↵, � = 0, 1, 2, 3. (!A

↵
, ⇡̄A0↵) is the twistor field. Thus, we replace na with ka in () and

make the identification �A ! !A and �̄A
0 ! ⇡̄A

0
. Then, it may be shown that

HF (k
a) = A↵�K

↵� (4.221)

A↵� being the momentum angular-momentum twistor.

While the above identification works for the original Penrose’s definition, the modified
charge expression has no Hamiltonian analogue. In literature, there are other ways
one can choose the surface formKF . It turns out that if we simply use these definition
of charge for extended symmetries, then it can yield divergent results, which can be
removed by some renormalization scheme (e.g. see the renormalization of charges for
Campliglia-Laddha group in Robinson-Trautman space-time [25]).

4.7 List of Christo↵el symbols

Here are list of Christo↵el symbols which were required to derive the BMS group:

�r

rr
= 2@r� (4.222)

�r

Ar
= @A� +

1

2
r2e�2�hAB@rU

B (4.223)

�B

Ar
=

1

r
�B
A
+

1

2
hBC@rhAC (4.224)

�u

AB
= e�2�rhAB +

1

2
r2e�2�@rhAB (4.225)

�r

AB
= r2e�2�@(AUB) +

1

2
r2e�2�@uhAB � V e�2�hAB �

1

2
rV e�2�@rhAB � r2e�2�UC�ACB

(4.226)

�C

AB
= �C

AB
+ re�2�UChAB +

1

2
r2e�2�UC@rhAB (4.227)

�u

Au
= @A� � re�2�hABU

B � 1

2
r2e�2�@r(hABU

B) (4.228)

�r

Au
=
@AV

2r
� 1

2
r2e�2�(UB@AU

B + UB@BUA) + V e�2�(UA + r/2@rUA)�
1

2
r2e�2�UB@uhAB

(4.229)

�B

Au
= UB@A� � re�2�UB(@rUA)� hBC@[AUB] +

1

2
hBC@uhAC (4.230)
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Chapter 5

Shock Waves and Memory E↵ect

5.1 Shock Waves

Shock waves that we are going to consider in this chapter are the matter-field or
gravitational radiations, which are confined on some hyper-surface (time-like or null)
such that they discontinuously deform the geometry around its neighborhood. Just
to set the convention, let us start with a line element

ds2 = gabdx
adxb (5.1)

Assume f(x) is some smooth function and V is some vector field, such that for
f(x) > 0 we have the discontinuous transformation of coordinates

xa ! xa + V a (5.2)

We take the di↵erential on both sides and substitute the above expression in (5.1).
On Taylor expanding, we will get

ds2 = (gab + LV gab)dx
adxb +O(V 2) (5.3)

We define the shock wave line element to have the particular form

ds2 = (gab + ✓(f(x))LV gab)dx
adxb +O(V 2) (5.4)

Note that the coordinates we have used are discontinuous across f(x) = 0. However,
we may choose new coordinates x̄a such that the metric components are continuous.
We can also choose coordinates where ��function appears on the line element, so
that patches f(x) > 0 and f(x) < 0 will look the same. The metric, therefore is
C0 on f(x) = 0. It should be pointed out that in literature such as [26], considers
line element of the above form as defining impulsive waves. For impulsive waves, the
curvature is proportional to ��function on f(x) = 0, while it is just discontinuous
for a shock wave. For example

gab = (1� ✓)g�
ab
+ ✓g+

ab
(5.5)
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is manifestly discontinuous where the curvature terms contain step functions. The
aim of our analysis is to extend the work by Hawking, Perry and Strominger [27],[9]
, so to avoid confusion, we will stick to their definition of shock waves.

5.1.1 Earlier works

5.1.1.1 Shock wave for zero rest mass particle

Pirani [28] and later Aichelburg and Sexl [7] found that space-time around a fast
moving particle has the geometry of a plane gravitational wave, much in the same
way how a fast moving charged particle produce plane electro-magnetic wave. T.Dray
and t’Hooft pointed out that such an energetic particle can induce super-translation
and refraction on any transverse null rays which will cross its path [8].

We begin with the Schwarzschild space-time for a massive particle of mass m. Since
we can write this in the Kerr-Schild form, we perform Lorentz boost to describe
the particle in a moving frame. In the limit where v ! 1, we let m ! 0, keeping
momentum of the particle fixed. This involves taking appropriate limit followed by
coordinate transformations.

Consider the line element

ds2 =
(1� A)2

(1 + A)2
dt2 � (1 + A)4(dx2 + dy2 + dz2) (5.6)

where A = m

2r . Now perform a Lorentz boost along x direction. Denote x̄, ȳ, z̄, t̄ as
our new co-ordinates. The line-element takes the form

ds2 = (1 + A)2⌘abdx̄
adx̄b � (8A� 2A2 + · · · )(dt̄� vdx̄)2

1� v2
(5.7)

The expression for A is

A =
p(1� v2)

2
p

(x̄� vt̄)2 + (1� v2)⇢2
(5.8)

which goes to zero as v ! 1. Here ⇢2 = ȳ2 + z̄2. However, notice that in this limit,
there will be a non-zero contribution from the term

lim
v!1

8A

1� v2
=

4p

|x̄� t̄| (5.9)

in line element (5.7). However, the above expression blows up when x̄! t̄. To remove
the divergence, one performs a new coordinate transformation: x0 � vt0 = x̄� vt̄ and
x0 + vt0 = x̄+ vt̄� 4p log[

p
(x̄� vt̄)2 + (1� v2)� (x̄� t̄)]. In this coordinate system,

the line element looks like

ds2 = ⌘abdx
0adx0b�4p

(
1p

(x̄� vt̄)2 + (1� v2)⇢2
� 1p

(x̄� vt̄)2 + (1� v2)

)
(dt0�dx0)2

(5.10)
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On taking the limit (see appendix of [7]) we finally obtain

ds2 = ⌘abdx
0adx0b + 8p log |⇢|�(t0 � x0)(dt0 � dx0)2 (5.11)

Using advanced and retarded co-ordinates, we may re-write this as

ds2 = du(d⌫ + 8p log |⇢|�(u)du)� qABdx
AdxB (5.12)

where xA = (y0, z0). Notice the delta type singularity at u = 0. T. Dray and t’Hooft
showed that we can obtain the same line element as above if we stitch two portions
of Minkowski space-time whose coordinates are related to one another by a super-
translation motion. To prove this, say for u < 0, the line element is given by

ds2 = dud⌫ � qABdx
AdxB (5.13)

while for u > 0 we write

ds2 = du(d⌫ � ✓f,idxi)� qABdx
AdxB (5.14)

where f = 8p log |⇢|. Under transformation u = û, ⌫̂ = ⌫ � ✓f and x̂A = xA we get
the required metric (5.11).

5.1.1.2 Shock wave construction in HPS

In [27],[9] the authors consider shock wave construction along the line considered in
section 5.1. They consider Schwarzschild space-time as the background metric and
f(x) = ⌫�⌫0. The vector field V is chosen as the BMS super-translation vector field:

V = ⇣ = ↵@⌫ +
1

r
DA↵@A �

1

2
D2↵@r + · · · (5.15)

The perturbed metric components are

L⇣g⌫⌫ = �
mD2↵

r2
(5.16)

L⇣g⌫A = DA(V ↵ +
1

2
D2↵) (5.17)

L⇣gAB = rqABD
2↵� 2rDADB↵ (5.18)

The line element therefore looks like

ds2 =

✓
V � ✓mD2↵

r2

◆
d⌫2 � 2d⌫dr + ✓DA(V ↵ +

1

2
D2↵)d⌫dxA

� (r2qAB + ✓(2rDADB↵� rqABD
2↵))dxAdxB

The shock wave shifts the position of event horizon by amount r|2M ! r̂ = 2M �
1
2D

2↵. One also computes the Einstein tensor for the above metric and obtain

T⌫⌫ =

 
T̂

4⇡r2
+

T̂ (1)

4⇡r3

!
�(⌫ � ⌫0) T⌫A =

T̂A

4⇡r2
�(⌫ � ⌫0) (5.19)
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where the T̂ ’s are some combination of ⇣ and its derivatives so that they satisfy the
conservation equation. Essentially, we have T̂ (1) = DAT̂A and will satisfy (D2 +
2)DAT̂A = �6MT̂ , all of which follows from the field equations.

[29] introduces the new variable ⇢ = r� r̂ as a new variable to write the line element
in the form

ds2 =
⇢

r̂
d⌫2 � 2d⌫d⇢+

2

r̂
⇢DAfd⌫dx

A � (r̂2qAB + 2r̂DADBf)dx
AdxB + · · · (5.20)

which is of the form (4.177). We can read of the coe�cients ✓A, , �AB etc. Setting
the super-translation f = 0 near horizon yields the identificaton such as Y A = 1

r̂
DA↵

and so on.

5.1.2 Implanting shock waves on BH horizon

The original work by HPS considered super-translation BMS vector field ⇣ which
they have extended all the way from infinity I� to the future event horizon H+.
However, the question remains whether this is the only possible shock wave which can
be implanted on a BH and simultaneously induce BMS super-translation at infinity.
Notably, definitions like [10], [11] near event horizon or any null surfaces in general
implies that there could be other ways to extend a di↵eomorphism vector field. To
address this issue, let us first recall the geometric definition of BMS group we discussed
in previous chapter. The BMS vector field was defined as the one which generates
conformal motion of I. Indeed, the isometry condition only determined the first two
correction terms in asymptotic expansion of ⇠ vector field about 1/r = 0. The higher
order terms are completely arbitrary and becomes relevant when we consider dynamics
in the bulk. Moreover, introducing new coordinate ⇢ near event horizon as considered
by L. Donnay will involve non-trivial intermixing of all of the components when we
try to express our field variables in terms of ⇢. We can exploit these arbitrariness to
define independent boundary conditions for the di↵eomorphism vector field V near
event horizon H. The boundary conditions we are going to choose is that V should
behave as the � vector field near H (as defined in §) and simultaneously behave as
BMS vecor field near infinity. Such conditions can put constraints on the correction
terms. Moreover, we will require such shock waves to be physically well defined, which
would amount to satisfying some suitable energy conditions.

To analyze shock waves near both event horizon and infinity requires two set of
coordinates which can be defined near these hyper-surfaces. We already introduced
the Bondi-Sachs coordinates in chapter 4 which will represent our coordinates near
infinity. Likewise, the discussion in (4.5) shows that it is equally possible to construct
the Gaussian null coordinates (u, ⇢, xA) near event horizon. There is freedom in how
we choose the near horizon coordinate ⇢. Consider the following scenario:

We start by considering family of hyper-surfaces defined by ⌃ � r = 0 where ⌃ =
⌃(u, xA).Let us define a new distance coordinate ⇢ = r �⌃, so that the Bondi-Sachs
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line element when restricted on ⇢ = 0 has the form:

gab|⇢=0 =

 
0 W 0
W 0 0
0 0 HAB

!
(5.21)

This is a null hyper-surface, since the hyper-surface orthogonal na = ra⇢ is null
w.r.t. gab on ⇢ = 0. To have this particular form of metric, ⌃ should satisfy certain
conditions. The metric functions can now be expanded about ⇢ = 0 surface. Assuming
small |⇢/⌃|, we expand V/r = V0 + O(⇢), e2� = W + O(⇢), hAB = h0

AB
+ O(⇢) and

so on. To have the particular o↵ diagonal form of metric , it may be verified that ⌃
should satisfy:

⌃2h0
AB

U0B +W
@⌃

@xA
= 0 (5.22)

V 0W � ⌃2h0
AB

U0AU0B + 2
@⌃

@u
W = 0 (5.23)

As a particular example, consider Schwarzschild space-time, for which W = 1,
HAB = �⌃2qAB, UA = 0 and V0 = 1 � 2M

⌃ . Thus (5.22) implies @⌃
@xA = 0 while

integrating equation (5.23) yields u+2⌃⇤ =const , where ⌃⇤ = ⌃+2M log |⌃/2M�1|.
The null surface ⇢ = 0 will then correspond to u+2r⇤ =const or ⌫ =const. Thus ⇢ = 0
for Schwarzschild space-time expressed in outgoing Eddington-Finkelstein co-ordinate
corresponds to family of incoming null surfaces ⌫ =const. In particular, for r = 2M ,
@⌃
@u

= �1
2V0|r=2M = 0. Thus we can safely interpret ⌃ as constant on r = 2M . Thus,

for the particular case of Schwarzschild space-time, we define ⇢ = r� 2M . Note that
it is almost same as the definition considered in ([29]), except the authors assumed
super-translated event horizon in place of just 2M .

The boundary conditions we need to look at are as follows:

V u = f + A2r
�2 + A3r

�3 + · · · (5.24)

V r = �r@uf � B2 � B3r
�1 · · · (5.25)

V A = fA � qAB@Bfr
�1 + �A

2 r
�3 + �A

3 r
�4 + · · · (5.26)

are essentially the conditions near infinity. Near horizon ⇢ = 0, we let

V u = fH + Ã2⇢
2 + · · · (5.27)

V ⇢ = �@ufH⇢+ B̃2⇢
2 + · · · (5.28)

V A = Y A +
qAB@BfH
(2M)2

⇢+ �̃A

2 ⇢
2 + · · · (5.29)

To express fH , Y A in terms of f, fA, {Ai}, {Bi}, we first define coordinate transfor-
mation V â = V b @x

â

@xb to go from (V u, V r, V A) to (V u, V ⇢, V A) followed by Taylor
expansion about ⇢ = 0. We skip the details of this calculation. The final result is as
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follows:

V u

0 = fH = f +
X

k=2

Ak

(2M)k
(5.30)

V u

1 = �
X

k=2

kAk

(2M)k+1
= 0 (5.31)

V ⇢

0 = �2M@uf �
X

k=2

Bk

(2M)k�2
= 0 (5.32)

V ⇢

1 = �@ufH = �@uf +
X

k=2

(k � 2)Bk

(2M)k�1
(5.33)

V A

0 = Y A = fA � qAB@Bf

2M
+
X

k=2

�A

k

(2M)k
(5.34)

V A

1 =
qAB@BfH
(2M)2

=
qAB@Bf

(2M)2
�
X

k=2

k�A

k

(2M)k+1
(5.35)

If we compare everything in orders of 2M , we see that Bk = �@uAk�1

k�2 while �A

k
=

� q
AB

@BAk�1

k
, all for k > 2. B2 can be obtained from the condition (5.32) but �A

2 terms
are indeterminate from these restrictions unless Y A are specified. Its interesting that
although {Ai}’s are all arbitrary at this stage, the expression for {Bi}’s and {�A

i
}’s

are completely di↵erent from that of the standard BMS definition

5.1.3 Field equations

We will analyze the field equations near event horizon. The calculations are not
proper, in the sense that from a more analytical point of view we can’t have di↵eren-
tial equations in C0 smooth metric field, rather we should strictly think in terms of
di↵erential inclusion. Nevertheless, we will carry forward the procedures considered
in the previous articles for our present discussion. Thus, for all calculations, we take
✓LV gab as perturbation on back-ground metric gab. We will consider all calculations
till first order in V . First we note that if our total metric g0 = g+h, then the inverse
of this metric will be

g0
ab
= gab + hab  ! g0ab = gab � hab +O(V 2) (5.36)

The fact that it is true can be verified by taking the contraction

g0acg0
cb
= (gac � hac)(gcb + hcb) = gacgcb| {z }

�
a
b

�O(h2) (5.37)
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The Levi-Civita connection upto linear order in h can be written as

�a

bc
=

1

2
g0as(@bg

0
cs
+ @cg

0
sb
� @sg0bc) (5.38)

= �̄a

bc
+

1

2
gas(@bhcs + @chsb � @shbc)�

1

2
has(@bgcs + @cgsb � @sgbc) (5.39)

= �̄a

bc
+ ��a

bc
(5.40)

Expression (5.39) can be written in a much more compact notation. First note that
covariant derivative of the perturbation has the form

Pbcs = rbhcs = @bhcs � �̄m

bc
hms � �̄m

bs
hmc (5.41)

We can do cyclic permutation of the indices and consider the sum Pbcs + Pcsb � Psbc

to obtain ��bcs. Contracting with gas we can re-write the perturbed connection as

��a

bc
=

1

2
gas(rbhcs +rchsb �rshbc) (5.42)

We can use the expression for perturbed Christo↵el symbols to get the first order
expression for Curvature tensors [30]

Rabcd = R̄abcd + 2r[c|r(ahb)|d] � h[a
eR̄b]ecd (5.43)

Contracting with g0ac we can obtain the first order Ricci tensor:

R(1)
ab

= rcr(ahb)c �
1

2
(⇤hab +rarbh) (5.44)

We shall consider construction on background Schwarzschild metric, so that R̄ab = 0
and we estimate the 1st order Einstein tensor Gab. Near r = 2M , the metric has the
form

ds2 =
⇣ ⇢

2M
� · · ·

⌘
du2 + 2dud⇢� (4M2 + · · · )(d✓2 + sin2 ✓d�2) (5.45)

The perturbations for the vector field V has the form (excluding the overall step
function factor)

huu = 2


@ufH
4M

� @2
u
fH

�
⇢+O(⇢2) (5.46)

hu⇢ = 2B̃2(u, ✓,�)⇢+O(⇢2) (5.47)

hu✓ =


�4M2@2

u✓
fH +

@✓fH
2M

� @2
u✓
fH

�
⇢+O(⇢2) (5.48)

hu� =


�4M2@2

u�
fH +

@�fH
2M

� @2
u�
fH

�
⇢+O(⇢2) (5.49)
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h⇢⇢ = 4Ã2(u, ✓,�)⇢+O(⇢2) (5.50)

h⇢✓ = [@✓fH � 4M2@✓fH ] + [�4M@✓fH � 8M2�̃✓2(u, ✓,�)]⇢+O(⇢2) (5.51)

h⇢� = [@�fH � 4M2@�fH ] + [�4M@�fH � 8M2 sin2 ✓�̃�2(u, ✓,�)]⇢+O(⇢2) (5.52)

h✓✓ = �8M2@✓⌥
✓ � [4M

�
�2M@2

✓✓
fH + @ufH � @✓⌥✓

�
� 4M@✓⌥

✓]⇢+O(⇢2) (5.53)

h✓� = �4M2
�
@�⌥

✓ + sin2 ✓@�⌥
�
�
+O(⇢) (5.54)

h�� = 4M sin ✓
�
�2M cos ✓⌥✓ � 2M sin ✓@�⌥

�
�
+O(⇢) (5.55)

The components of perturbed Einstein tensor are as follows:

Guu = �
✓
�0 +

1

4M
�

◆
DA⌥

A +O(⇢) (5.56)

Gu⇢ = �

✓
1

M
DAY

A +D2fH �
1

M
@ufH +

1

2
D2fH

◆
+O(⇢) (5.57)

Gu✓ = �
�
�
8M3@2

u✓
fH � 6M@2

u✓
f + @✓fH � 2M csc2 ✓@2

�
⌥✓ + 2M@2

✓�
⌥� + 4M cot ✓@�⌥�

�

4M
(5.58)

+
1

2

�
1� 4M2

�
�0@✓fH + �⌥✓ +O(⇢) (5.59)

Gu� =
�
�
�8M3@2

u�
fH + 6M@2

u�
fH � @�fH � 2M@2

✓�
⌥✓ + 2M cot ✓@�⌥✓

�

4M
(5.60)

+

�
2M sin2 ✓@2

✓
⌥� + 3M sin 2✓@✓⌥�

�
+ 2M (1� 4M2) �0@�fH

4M
(5.61)

G⇢⇢ = ��
2Ã2

M
⇢+O(⇢2) (5.62)

G⇢✓ =
�
⇣
(8M2 � 1) @✓f + 8M3�̃✓2

⌘

2M
+O(⇢) (5.63)

G⇢� =
�
⇣
(8M2 � 1) @�f + 8M3 sin2 ✓�̃�2

⌘

2M
+O(⇢) (5.64)

G✓✓ = ��(8M2
2 + 4M2 cot ✓@✓fH + 4M2 csc2 ✓@2

�
fH � 4M@ufH + cot ✓@✓fH (5.65)

+ csc2 ✓@2
�
f + 4M cot ✓⌥✓ + 4M@�⌥

�) +O(⇢) (5.66)

G✓� = ��
��
4M2 + 1

� �
cot ✓@�fH � @2✓�fH

�
� 2M@�⌥

✓ � 2M sin2 ✓@✓⌥
�
�
+O(⇢)

(5.67)

G�� = � sin2 ✓�
⇣
8M2B̃2 + 4M2@2

✓
fH � 4M@ufH + @2

✓
fH + 4M@✓⌥

✓

⌘
+O(⇢)

(5.68)
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Note that here � = �(u�u0) and �0 = �0(u�u0). Thus, the curvature is concentrated
on u = u0 null surface. Intuitively, we can think of the � term as a monopole
contribution while �0 as the dipolar contribution from the matter-field Tab. Note that
the field equations, imply that Tab = � 1

8⇡GGab. However, the matter-field as written
above need not be physically well defined. We can further look into the Energy
conditions satisfied by this shock wave.

5.1.4 Energy conditions

We are going to use the Hawking-Ellis classification of Stress energy tensor to com-
ment about some generic properties about our shock waves and the conditions needed
to be satisfied for that. The essential idea is to write our stress-energy tensor in terms
of orthonormal tetrads and find the eigen vectors of the system

T(a)
(b) = �⌘(a)

(b) (5.69)

If there are 1 timelike and 3 space-like eigenvectors, then it is called a Type-I stress
energy tensor (some examples include perfect fluids, massive scalar field, non-null
EM field etc). If (5.69) admits one double null-eigen vector, then it is Type-II (e.g.
null dust solution or classical radiation). If there are one triple null eigen vectors,
then it is Type-III (there are no classical examples). At last, if there are no causal
eigen vectors, then it is said to be Type-IV. If we consider higher order corrections

in V near event horizon to be negligible, the Eigen vectors for Einstein tensor. In
this case there is a double null eigen vector ka = (0, 1, 0, 0) with eigen value �µ =
� 1

8⇡G ⇥ �(u � u0)rArAfH . Thus, our stress-energy tensor is Type-II. Likewise, let
p2.p3 be other two non-degenerate eigen values, (essentially, the eigen vectors for these
cases are complicated radicals containing fH and Y A). Then Null energy condition
is satisfied if µ + pi � 0. Weak energy condition will further require µ � 0, while
Strong energy condition will require

P
pi � 0. Dominant energy condition means

that |pi|  µ with µ � 0

5.2 Memory e↵ects

In this section we are going to comment about observational significance of such
shock wave construction. Memory e↵ect, by itself plays an essential role in the in-
frared dynamics of mass-less particles. The basic idea is to look at permanent dis-
tortion of some configuration as it crosses such shock waves. Now the shock wave
construction as considered in previous sections have associated conserved charges.
The conserved charge expression have terms which appear with the mass aspects and
angular-momentum aspects. Classically, the memory e↵ect which are sourced by the
mass aspect is called gravitational/displacement memory e↵ect while the one sourced
by the angular-momentum aspect is called Spin memory e↵ect. For the classical limit,
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we will restrict attention to the gravitational case only. We will also consider a par-
ticular example for Quantum Memory e↵ect (strictly speaking semi-classical) by con-
sidering scattering of mass-less minimally coupled scalar field in background Rindler
space-time and comment about change in entanglement of subsystems.

5.2.0.1 Gravitational/displacement memory e↵ect

The idea is to consider some family of trajectories, which passes through the shock
wave. Practically, such trajectories could represent (test) observers undergoing some
kind of motion (it could either be a free-fall motion or accelerated). Each of these
observers will carry clock, which are synchronized : the time taken for two way
transfer of signal between adjacent observers can give a measure of the length of
displacement vector between these trajectories. Now, imagine these observers bump
into the gust of radiation. Even if they try to maintain their flow of trajectory after
the impact, their clocks will be out of synchronization: there will be a change in
time taken for two way transfer of signal. This change will primarily depend on the
super-translation and super-rotation e↵ect ( provided we are analyzing the motion
near horizon or infinity ). The choice of trajectories can be arbitrary, depending
on the experimental constraints. For our purpose, we are going to look at Letaw-
Frenet equations which gives a covariant formulation of uniform linearly accelerated
observers. One motivation for such choice of trajectories is related to Hawking-Unruh
type e↵ect in quantum field theory : the Minkowski vacuum appears to be a thermal
bath to an uniform linearly accelerated observer, while it is not so for other type of
trajectories.

The Letaw-Frenet condition mandates that wc = �a2ubrbuc, where wc = ubrbac is
the jerk and ac = ubrbuc is the acceleration associated to the family of trajectories.
Let ua = (uu, u⇢, uA) be the velocity vector field. After scattering with the shock wave,
let the new velocity field be u0a = ua + �ua. The variation �ua here is considered to
be just linear in V . If we want the inner-product ucuc to be preserved till linear order
in V , then we must have

(ua + �ua)(gab + hab)(u
b + �ub) = uaua +O(V 2) (5.70)

For special case, if we assume ua =
⇣

1p
guu

, 0, 0, 0
⌘
, then we must have

�u⇢ = �uuhuu = �2✓(u� u0)


@ufH

2
p
2M
�
p
2M@2

u
fH

�
p
⇢+ · · · (5.71)

It may be verified that the Letaw-Frenet condition is satisfied for the choice of ua =
(1/
p
guu, 0, 0, 0). Assume �uu = 0. On top of this, if we substitute the perturbation

�ua and demand preservation of Frenet condition, we obtain equation for �uA:
p
22@2

u
�uA � 24�uA + 2

p
⇢�0(u� u0)@

AfH = 0 (5.72)

where  = 1
4M . Solving above equation yields

�uA = �✓(u� u0) cosh(u� u0)

p
2⇢


@AfH (5.73)
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Notice that the sign of �u⇢ is negative when the terms in the square bracket is positive.
In this scenario, the observer after impact with the shock wave will divert towards the
Black hole event horizon. Also notice that there is no contribution from the super-
rotation term which is primarily due to the uA = 0 before scattering.

We can repeat these calculations near infinity as well (the super-translation case has
been considered here [13]). We could as well consider inertial observers near infinity
and demand conservation of free fall condition [12], which essentially leads to a change
in geodesic deviation �q being proportional to the asymptotic shear �. However, �
changes under the influence of both super-translation and super-rotation, so both of
these contributions will be reflected in the �q.

5.2.0.2 Quantum memory e↵ect

Figure 5.1: Rindler space-time with Cauchy surface ⌃I [ ⌃II . A shock-wave has been implanted on the right wedge
I on horizon hB . Picture borrowed from [31]

For the semi-classical memory e↵ect, consider the particular case of Rindler space-
time, whose line element has the form

ds2 = 2⇢du2 + 2dud⇢� �ABdx
AdxB (5.74)

where  = a. Let us now consider a test scalar field � which satisfies the mass-less
free field equation:

⇤� = gabrarb� = 0 (5.75)

Now, the d’Alembert operator for Rindler space-time is essentially @2 � 2@⇢, thus
the equation of motion is

(2⇢@2
⇢
� 2@u@⇢ + �AB@A@B + 2@⇢)� = 0 (5.76)
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Positive frequency solution means that

LK� = �i!� (5.77)

for ! > 0. Here K = @u defines the trajectory of the observer. Thus we can do
separation of variables to write

� = e�i!u�⇢(⇢)e
ikAx

A
(5.78)

Substituting this expression in (5.76) yields

2⇢@2
⇢
�⇢ + 2(+ i!)@⇢�⇢ � k2�⇢ = 0 (5.79)

The solution for �⇢ is given in terms of Modified Bessel’s function [1] :

�⇢ = N ⇥K�i!/

✓
2k
p
⇢

p
2

◆
(5.80)

Given such a space of positive frequency solution, we can equip an inner-product

h�1,�2i = �i
Z 1

o

d⇢

Z
dx1dx2(�1@⇢�

⇤
2 � �⇤

2@⇢�1) (5.81)

The normalisation factor N in (5.80) can be chosen such that the solutions form an
orthonormal basis with respect to the above inner-product. For the definition above,
we may choose

�
!,~k

=

r
| sinh ⇡!/|

4⇡4
e�i!u

✓
2k
p
⇢

p
2

◆�!/

K�i!/

✓
2k
p
⇢

p
2

◆
eikAx

A
(5.82)

and it will satisfy the orthonormal condition

h�
!,~k

,�
!0,~k0i = �(! � !0)�2(~k � ~k0) (5.83)

h�⇤
!,~k

,�⇤
!0,~k0
i = ��(! � !0)�2(~k � ~k0) (5.84)

h�
!,~k

,�⇤
!0,~k0
i = 0 (5.85)

Now, let us consider the situation when this scalar field crosses the shock-wave. For
u > u0, we have

�1
!,~k

(x) = �
!,~k

(x+ V ) = �
!,~k

(x) + V a@a�!,~k| {z }
��

+O(V 2) (5.86)

If we demand, that �1
!,~k

should satisfy mass-less free field equation with respect to

the metric g0
ab
, then we can find constraint where �� is related to base solution �. If

we integrate the expression around u = u0, then only terms with delta function (and
it’s derivatives) will survive. For simplicity we assume V to be exact till linear order
in ⇢. Then we shall obtain

lim
✏!0

Z
u0+✏

u0�✏
du(2@u@⇢��+ �(u� u0)(@AY

A + ⇢�AB@A@BfH)@⇢�) = O(V 2) (5.87)
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On integrating w.r.t. u followed be ⇢ the �� takes the form

2��+ � 2��� = 2��|u=u0 =

Z 1

⇢

(@AY
A + ⇢0�AB@A@BfH)@⇢0�d⇢

0|u=u0 (5.88)

Further we can assume that the states {�(1)

!,~k
} to be O.N. w.r.t. the inner-product

(5.81). Thus, we may write for {�
!,~k

} or equivalently the {��}’s as linear super-

position of {�(1)}’s

��
!,~k

=

Z 1

0

d!0
Z

d2k0(↵
!,~k;!0,~k0�

(1)

!0,~k0
+ �(1)

!,~k;!0,~k0
�⇤(1)

!0,~k0
) (5.89)

where ↵, �’s are Bogoluibov coe�cients:

↵
!,~k;!0,~k0 = �(! � !0)�2(~k � ~k0) + ↵(1)

!,~k;!0,~k0
+ · · · (5.90)

�
!,~k;!0,~k0 = �(1)

!,~k;!0,~k0
+ · · · (5.91)

Note that the ↵(1), �(1) are non-trivial terms arising from the scattering , so they are
taken to be linear order correction in V . Now we substitute (5.89) in (5.88) to obtain

2

Z
d!0d2k0(↵(1)

!,~k;!0,~k0
�
!0,~k0 + �(1)

!,~k;!0,~k0
�⇤
!0,~k0

) = �2V a@a�!,~k|u=u0 (5.92)

+

Z 1

⇢

(@AY
A + ⇢0�AB@A@BfH)@⇢0�d⇢

0|u=u0

(5.93)

Using (5.83)-(5.85) we may write

↵(1)

!,~k;!0,~k0
= �hV a@a�!,~k,�!0,~k0i+

1

2
h
Z 1

⇢

(@AY
A + ⇢0�AB@A@BfH)@⇢0�!,~kd⇢

0,�
!0,~k0i

(5.94)

�(1)

!,~k;!0,~k0
= hV a@a�!,~k,�

⇤
!0,~k0
i � 1

2
h
Z 1

⇢

(@AY
A + ⇢0�AB@A@BfH)@⇢0�!,~kd⇢

0,�⇤
!0,~k0
i

(5.95)

Compare the expressions obtained above with [1]. Apart from the sign convention,
we find that there no super-rotation contribution in �(1) term

1

2
h
Z 1

⇢

(@AY
A)@⇢0�!,~kd⇢

0,�⇤
!0,~k0
i = �1

2
h(@AY A)�

!,~k
,�⇤

!0,~k0
i = 0 (5.96)

However, there is a non-trivial contribution in ↵(1):

1

2
h
Z 1

⇢

(@AY
A)@⇢0�!,~kd⇢

0,�
!0,~k0i = �

i

2
k̃�
A
Ỹ A(k̃�)�(! � !0) (5.97)

�hY A@A�!,~k,�!0,~k0i = �
i

2
(k̃+ + k̃�)AỸ

A(k̃�)�(! � !0) (5.98)
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where k̃± = k̃ ± k̃0. Here, the tilde ove Y refers to the Fourier transform of Y (x).
Eventually, our result can be compactly written as

↵(1)

!,~k;!0,~k0
= ↵(I)

!,~k;!0,~k0
� i

✓
k̃�
A
+

1

2
k̃+
A

◆
Ỹ A(k̃�)�(! � !0) (5.99)

�(1)

!,~k;!0,~k0
= �(I)

!,~k;!0,~k0
(5.100)

↵(I)

!,~k;!0,~k0
, �(I)

!,~k;!0,~k0
being the result obtained from [1]. Thus, till first order in V , the

super-rotation doesn’t contribute to particle creation at all. It would also be true if
we had started with non-trivial higher order corrections in V .

Note, that the basis (5.82) allows us to define positive frequency element in the
right wedge of Rindler space-time (the positive energy condition (5.77)). We can as
well do these calculations for left wedge (in this case (5.77) should be modified to
L�K� = �i!�). Then, any general element of the solution space for field equation
can be written as

�(x) = ��(x) + �+(x) (5.101)

where �± are positive frequency fields on the Cauchy segments I,II respectively. In
terms of the ”single-particle” Hilbert space, we may write this as

HR
⇠=iso HII �HI (5.102)

HR being the single particle Hilbert space corresponding to the total solution. The
multi-particle description can be given in terms of Fock space [31] :

FR
⇠=iso FII ⌦ FI (5.103)

We are now in a position to look at the Quantum memory e↵ect. Consider, two states
|�1i, |�2i 2 FR. Let:

|�1i =
1p
2
(|0iA|0iB + p|1iA|1iB) (5.104)

|�2i =
1p
2
(|0iC |0iD + q|1iC |1iD) (5.105)

where we let 0 < p, q << 1. Now define the product state

|�i = |�1i ⌦ |�2i (5.106)

We use Negativity as an entanglement measure for various sub-systems of � state
(from definition, N = 1

2(||⇢
T || � 1) where || · || is the trace-norm. ⇢ is the reduced

density matrix corresponding to a particular subsystem we want to study) We note
the following results:

Prior to scattering, A is maximally entangled with B, same for the modes C and D.
The Negativity for these subsystems are

NA,B =
p

1 + p2
(5.107)

NC,D =
q

1 + q2
(5.108)
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while NA,D = NB,C = 0. We could take p = q = 1, then each of these pairs A,B and
C,D are maximally-entangled.

After scattering, the B and D modes will mix with the negative frequency modes in
the left wedge giving rise to some non-trivial entanglement. The idea is to consider
|0iB|0iD as element of the Fock space after scattering, i.e. we make an ansatz

|0iB|0iD =
1X

m=0,n=0

cmn|miB̄|niD̄ (5.109)

The coe�cients cmn are simply given by the scalar products B̄hm|0iB ⇥D̄ hn|0iD. To
compute the scalar products, we recall some of the basic definitions pertaining to
ladder-operators:

aB/D|0iB/D = 0 aB̄/D̄|0iB̄/D̄ = 0 (5.110)

|niB/D =
1p
n!
(aB/D)

n|0iB/D |niB̄/D̄ =
1p
n!
(aB̄/D̄)

n|0iB̄/D̄ (5.111)

and the Bogoluibov relation

ak
†
B/D

=
X

k0

(↵k,k0a
k
0†
B̄/D̄
� �k,k0ak

0

B̄/D̄
) (5.112)

Using these relations, it may be shown that (see [32]) (5.109) can be re-written in the
following form:

|0iB|0iD = N1e
1
2

P
m,n,p �

†
m,p(↵�1)†p,naB̄

†
maD̄

†
n |0iB̄|0iD̄ (5.113)

where N1 is the normalization factor. The state |�i will contain number of higher
order modes. For A,B subsystem, the negativity is given by

NA,B =
p

1 + p2
� p2(1 + 2q2) + q2 + p(1 + 5q2)

2(1 + p2)(1 + q2)
|↵(1)

B,D
|2

� p[p2q2 + 1 + 2q2 + p(3 + 5q2)](1 + q2)� 2p4q4

2p(1 + p2)(1 + q2)2
|�(1)

B,D
|2

Note that for small p, q, both mode mixing (↵) and particle creation (�) will decrease
the entanglement of the subsystem A,B.

NB,D =
2pq|�(1)

B,D
|

(1 + p2)(1 + q2)

Particle creation does increase the entanglement between B,D which was initially
zero. Also note that the entanglement increase is faster in this case (which is linear)
compared to subsystem A,B (which is quadratic).
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Outlook

As we noted in the previous chapter, the super-translation has non-trivial e↵ect on
entanglement of all sub-systems, while the contribution of super-rotation is selective
: the negativity of B,D and A,C subsystems are una↵ected by super-rotations in
our perturbation calculation. The super-translation in Bogoluibov coe�cients is time-
independent, so there were no contribution from V ⇢ = �@ufH⇢ (evaluated at u = u0).
It is interesting to note that the charges for zero modes (fH =const ) does determine
the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy [11]:

�Q =
�A

8⇡G
(6.1)

It essentially follows from using the Quasi-local charge definition near Event horizon.
The zero-modes determine the surface-area of the cross-section. Although, strictly
speaking the area of Rindler horizon is infinite. So it is only meaningful to talk about
entropy per unit area �Q/�A. This particular property of particle production be-
ing only produced by super-translation near event horizon is also in agreement with
Hawking’s proposal [14] : information of infalling particles in a gravitational collapse
is stored in a super-translation associated with shift of the horizon that the infalling
particle caused. According to Hawking, the information is not lost but stored as de-
formities on event horizon, like a hologram. In future, we can repeat this calculation
for fermionic and gauge fields to check if the proposal holds in those cases as well.

However, this semi-classical calculation relies on analytical solution of scalar-field,
which severely restricts its domain of application in other space-times. This, is pri-
marily because the Bogoluibov coe�cients are calculated by taking inner-product on
hyper-surfaces which extend through out the bulk. One possibility could be to check
if we can invoke peeling property of the scalar field and compute the coe�cients order
by order in powers of r. As noted in the derivation, the fall o↵ property was derived
assuming large r approximation. To what extent this fall o↵ property can be ex-
tended in the bulk is an open problem (a recent review regarding this issue has been
discussed here [33]). However, this is not a problem if we just consider gravitational
memory e↵ect : we can comment about trajectories in the vicinity of event horizon
without considering it’s behavior in the bulk.
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The shock wave construction that we have considered in our calculation is very
generic: we can invoke the boundary conditions of our choice such that it induces
the necessary symmetry transformation on prescribed hyper-surface (for our case, we
had conformal boundary and event horizon as the two boundary surfaces). It es-
sentially generalizes the original construction due to Hawking, Perry, Strominger [9]
However, is this the most generic shock wave? The construction, as of now, is only
perturbative, which can miss out interesting non-linear e↵ects of the full Einstein’s
equation. One particular example includes Bondi mass-loss due to outgoing radia-
tion, which does not appear at linearized level [3]. Thus, in near future, we hope to
generalize this construction in a non-perturbative setting.
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